

















T H E B IA N C H I IX AT T R A C T O R
H A N S R IN G STR O M
A bstract. W e consider the asym ptotic behaviour ofspatially hom ogeneous
spacetim esofBianchitypeIX closeto thesingularity (wealso considersom eof
the otherBianchitypes,e.g.BianchiV IIIin the sti uid case).The m atter
content is assum ed to be an orthogonalperfect uid with linear equation of
state and zero cosm ologicalconstant. In term softhe variablesofW ainwright
and H su, we have the following results. In the sti uid case, the solution
converges to a point for allthe Bianchiclass A types. For the other m atter
m odels we consider,the BianchiIX solutions generically converge to an at-
tractor consisting ofthe closure ofthe vacuum type II orbits. Furtherm ore,
we observe thatforallthe BianchiclassA spacetim es,exceptthose ofvacuum
Taub type,a curvature invariantisunbounded in the incom plete directionsof
inextendible causalgeodesics.
1. Introduction
The lastfew decades,the BianchiIX spacetim eshavereceived considerableatten-
tion,see for instance [5],[11],[18]and references therein. Agreem ent has been
reached,atleastconcerning som e aspectsofthe asym ptotic behaviourasone ap-
proachesa singularity,butthe basisforthe consensushasm ainly consisted ofnu-
m ericalstudiesand heuristicargum ents.Theobjectiveofthisarticleisto provide
m athem aticalproofsforsom easpectsofthe’accepted’picture.Them ain resultof
thispaperwasforexam ple conjectured in [18]p.146-147,partly on the basisofa
num ericalanalysis.
W hy BianchiIX? O ne reason is the fact that this class contains the Taub-NUT
spacetim es.Thesespacetim esarevacuum m axim alglobally hyperbolicspacetim es
that are causally geodesically incom plete both to the future and to the past,see
[6]and [14]. However,as one approachesa singularity,in the sense ofcausalge-
odesic incom pleteness,the curvature rem ains bounded. In fact,one can extend
the spacetim e beyond the singularitiesin inequivalentways,see [6]. Itis natural
to conjecture that the behaviour exhibited by the Taub-NUT spacetim es is non-
generic,and itisinteresting to try to provethatthebehaviourisnon-genericin the
BianchiIX class.In factweprovethatallBianchiIX initialdata considered in this
paper other than Taub-NUT yield inextendible globally hyperbolic developm ents
such thatthe curvaturebecom esunbounded asoneapproachesa singularity.This
resultisin factm oreofan observation,sincethe corresponding resultisknown in
thevacuum case,see[16],and curvatureblow up iseasy toprovein thenon-vacuum
casesweconsider.
Another reason for studying the BianchiIX spacetim es is the BK L conjecture,
see [3]. According to this conjecture,the ’local’approach to the singularity of
a generalsolution should exhibit oscillatory behaviour. The prototypes for this
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behaviouram ong the spatially hom ogeneousspacetim esare the BianchiVIIIand
IX classes. Furtherm ore the m atterisconjectured to becom e unim portantasone
approaches a singularity,with som e exceptions,for exam ple the sti uid case.
W e refer to [4]for argum ents supporting the BK L conjecture and to [1]for an
overview ofconjecturesand resultsundersym m etry assum ptionsofvaryingdegree.
In this paper we prove,under certain restrictions on the allowed m atter m odels,
thatgenericBianchiIX solutionsexhibitoscillatory behaviourand thatthem atter
becom esunim portantasoneapproachesa singularity.W hatism eantby thelatter
statem entwillbem adeprecisebelow.Ifthem atterm odelisasti uid them atter
willbe im portant,and in thatcaseweprovethatthe behaviourisquiescent.This
should be com pared with [2]concerning the structure ofsingularities ofanalytic
solutions to Einstein’s equations coupled to a scalar eld or sti uid. In that
paper,Andersson and Rendallprovethatgiven a certain kind ofsolution to theso
called velocity dom inated system ,thereisa uniquesolution ofEinstein’sequations
coupled to a sti uid approaching thevelocity dom inated solution asym ptotically.
O necan then ask the question whetheritisnaturalto assum e thata solution has
the asym ptoticsthey prescribe. In Section 20,we show thatallBianchiVIIIand
IX sti uid solutionsexhibitsuch asym ptoticbehaviour.
The results presented in this papercan be divided into two parts. The rstpart
consistsofstatem entsaboutdevelopm entsoforthogonalperfectuid data ofclass
A.W eclarify below whatwem ean by this.Theresultsconcern curvatureblow up
and inextendibility ofdevelopm ents.The second partconsistsofresultsexpressed
in term s ofthe variables ofW ainwright and Hsu. These variables describe the
spacetim eclosetothesingularity,andweprovethatBianchiIX solutionsgenerically
convergeto a seton which theow oftheequation coincideswith theK asnerm ap.
W e considerspatially hom ogeneousLorentz m anifolds (M ;g)with a perfectuid
source.The stressenergy tensoristhusgiven by
Tab = uaub + p(gab + uaub);(1.1)
whereu isa unittim elikevectoreld,the4-velocity oftheuid.W eassum ethatp
and  satisfy a linearequation ofstate
p = (   1);(1.2)
where we in thispaperrestrictourattention to 2=3 <   2.W e willalso assum e





R gab = Tab;(1.3)
where R ab and R aretheRicciand scalarcurvatureof(M ;g).In ordertoform ulate
an initialvalue problem in thissetting,considera spacelike subm anifold (M ;g)of
(M ;g),orthogonalto u. Lete, = 0;::;3 be a localfram e with e0 = u and ei,
i = 1;2;3 tangent to M and let kij be the second fundam entalform of(M ;g).
Then g and k m ustsatisfy theequations








kij = R 0i;
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where r is the Levi-Civita connection ofg,and R g is the corresponding scalar
curvature,indicesare raised and lowered by g.Ifwe specify a Riem annian m etric
g,and asym m etriccovariant2-tensork,asinitialdataon a3-m anifold,they should
thusin oursituation satisfy









because of(1.3),(1.1)and the factthatu isperpendicularto M . In otherwords,
weshould also specify the initialvalue of aspartofthe data.
W econsideronly arestricted classofm anifoldsM and initialdata.The3-m anifold
M is assum ed to be a specialtype ofLie group,and g; k and  are assum ed to
be left invariant. In order to be m ore precise concerning the type ofLie groups
M = G we consider,letei,i= 1;2;3 be a basisofthe Lie algebra with structure




ik = 0,then the Lie algebra and Lie
group aresaid to be ofclassA,and

k
ij = ijm n
km
(1.6)












D enition 1.1. Orthogonalperfectuid data ofclass A for Einstein’s equations
consist ofthe following. A Lie group G ofclass A,a left invariant Riem annian
m etricg on G ,a leftinvariantsym m etriccovariant2-tensork on G ,and a constant
0  0 satisfying (1.4)and (1.5)with  replaced by 0.
W ecan choosea leftinvariantorthonorm albasisfeig with respectto g,so thatthe
correspondingm atrix nij dened in (1.7)isdiagonalwith diagonalelem entsn1,n2
and n3.By an appropriatechoice oforthonorm albasis,n1;n2;n3 can be assum ed
to belong to one and only one ofthe typesgiven in Table 1. W e assign a Bianchi
typeto theinitialdata accordingly.Thisdivision constitutesa classication ofthe
classA Lie algebras.W e referto Lem m a 21.1 fora proofofthese statem ents.
Letkij = k(ei;ej). Then the m atricesn
ij and kij com m ute according to (1.5),so
thatwe m ay assum e kij to be diagonalwith diagonalelem ents k1,k2 and k3,cf.
(21.13).
D enition 1.2. O rthogonalperfect uid data ofclass A satisfying k2 = k3 and
n2 = n3 orone ofthe perm uted conditionsare said to be ofTaub type.Data with
0 = 0 arecalled vacuum data.
O bservethattheTaub condition isindependentofthechoiceoforthonorm albasis
diagonalizing n and k,cf.(21.13).Considering theequationsofEllisand M acCal-
lum (21.4)-(21.8),one can see that ifn2 = n3 and k2 = k3 at one pointin tim e,
then the equalitiesalwayshold,cf. the construction ofthe spacetim e carried out
in theappendix.According to [8],vacuum solutionssatisfying theseconditionsare
the Taub-NUT solutions.Thisjustiesthe following denition.
D enition 1.3. Taub-NUT initialdata aretype IX Taub vacuum initialdata.
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Table 1. BianchiclassA.
Type n1 n2 n3
I 0 0 0
II + 0 0
VI0 0 +  
VII0 0 + +
VIII   + +
IX + + +
D enition 1.4. By an orthogonalperfectuid developm ent oforthogonalperfect
uid dataofclassA,wewillm ean thefollowing.A connected 4-dim ensionalLorentz
m anifold (M ;g) and a 2-tensor T,as in (1.1),on (M ;g),such that there is an
em bedding i:G ! M with i(g)= g,i(k)= k and i()= 0,where k is the
second fundam entalform ofi(G )in (M ;g).
In the appendix,we construct globally hyperbolic orthogonalperfect uid devel-
opm ents, given initialdata, and we refer to them as class A developm ents, cf.
Denition 21.1.W ealso assign a typeto such a developm entaccording to thetype
ofthe initialdata. Let us m ake a division ofthe initialdata according to their
globalbehaviour.
T heorem 1.1. Consider a class A developm entwith 1   2.
1.Iftheinitialdata arenotoftypeIX,butsatisfy trgk = 0,then 0 = 0 and the
developm entis causally geodesically com plete. Only types Iand VII0 perm it
thispossibility.
2.Ifthe initialdata are oftype I,II,VI0,VII0 or VIII,and satisfy trgk < 0,
then thedevelopm entisfuturecausally geodesically com pleteand pastcausally
geodesically incom plete.Such initialdata we willrefer to asexpanding.
3.BianchiIX initialdata yield developm ents thatare pastand future causally
geodesically incom plete.Such data are called recollapsing.
A proofisto be found in the appendix,butobservethatthistheorem isnotnew.
As far as class A developm ents are concerned,we willrestrict our attention to
equationsofstate with 1    2. The reason isthatthere iscause to doubtthe
wellposednessoftheinitialvalueproblem for2=3<  < 1,cf.[9]p.85 and p.88.
Furtherm ore,in theBianchiIX caseweuseresultsfrom [14]concerning recollapse,
see Lem m a 21.6.In orderto be allowed to do that,we need the abovem entioned
condition on .W hatism eantby inextendibility isexplained in the following.
D enition 1.5. Considera connected Lorentz m anifold (M ;g).Ifthere isa con-
nected C 2 Lorentzm anifold (M^ ;^g)ofthesam edim ension,and a m ap i:M ! M^ ,
with i(M ) 6= M^ ,which is an isom etry onto its im age,then (M ;g) is said to be
C 2-extendible and (M^ ;^g) is called a C 2-extension of(M ;g). A Lorentz m anifold
which isnotC 2-extendibleissaid to be C 2-inextendible.
Rem ark. There isan analogousdenition ofsm ooth extensions. Unlessotherwise
m entioned,m anifoldsareassum ed to be sm ooth,and m apsbetween m anifoldsare
assum ed to be asregularaspossible.
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W e willuse the Kretschm ann scalar,
 = R  R

;(1.8)
asourm ain m easureofwhethercurvatureblowsup ornot,butin thenon-vacuum
case itisnaturalto considerthe Riccitensorcontracted with itself R  R
 . The
nexttheorem statesthe m ain conclusion concerning developm ents.
T heorem 1.2. For class A developm ents with 1    2,we have the following
division.
1.Considerexpanding initialdata oftype I,IIorVII0 with 1   < 2 which are
notofTaub vacuum type. Then the Kretschm ann scalar is unbounded along
allinextendible causalgeodesics in the incom plete direction.
2.Consider non-Taub-NUT recollapsing initialdata with 1   < 2. Then the
Kretschm ann scalar is unbounded along allinextendible causalgeodesics in
both incom plete directions.
3.Expandingandrecollapsingdatawith = 2and0 > 0.Then theKretschm ann
scalar is unbounded along allinextendible causalgeodesics in allincom plete
directions.
4.Expanding and recollapsing data with 0 > 0. Then R  R
 is unbounded
along allinextendible causalgeodesics in allincom plete directions.
In allcasesm entioned above the classA developm entisC 2-inextendible.
Rem ark.O bservethatthe BianchiVIIIvacuum case washandled in [16],and the
BianchiVI0 vacuum casein [15].Theabovetheorem thusisolatesthevacuum Taub
type solutionsasthe only onesam ong the BianchiclassA spacetim esthatdo not
exhibitcurvatureblow up,given ourparticularm atterm odel.
W enow turn totheresultsthatareexpressedin term softhevariablesofW ainwright
and Hsu.The equationsand som eoftheirpropertiesareto befound in Section 2.
Theappendix containsa derivation.Itisnaturalto dividethe m atterm odelsinto
two categories;the non-sti uid caseand the sti uid case( = 2).
Letusbegin with the non-sti uid case,including the vacuum case. W e conne
our attention to BianchiIX solutions. The existence intervalstretches back to
  1 which corresponds to the singularity. There are som e xed points to which
certain solutions converge,and data which lead to such solutions together with
data ofTaub type willbe considered to be non-generic. The K asnerm ap,which
issupposed to bean approxim ation oftheBianchiIX dynam icsasoneapproaches
a singularity,is illustrated in Figure 1. The circle in the +   -plane appearing
in the gure iscalled the K asnercircle,and we have depicted two bouncesofthe
K asnerm ap. The starting pointism arked by a star,and the end pointby a plus
sign. G iven a point x on the K asner circle,the K asner m ap yields a new point
y on the K asner circle by taking the corner ofthe triangle closest to x,drawing
a straightline from the cornerthrough x,and then letting y be the second point
ofintersection between the line and the K asnercircle. O ne solid line corresponds
to the closure ofa vacuum type IIorbitofthe equationsofW ainwrightand Hsu.
Actually,it is the projection ofthe closure ofsuch an orbit to the +   -plane.
A vacuum type IIsolution hasone N i non-zero and the otherzero,and the three
dierentN i correspond to the three cornersofthe triangle;the rightm ostcorner
correspondsto N 1 6= 0 and the corneron the top leftcorrespondsto N 3 6= 0.The
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Figure 1. TheK asnerm ap.












Theclosureofthissetisgiven a nam e in the following denition.
D enition 1.6. The set
A = f(
; + ;  ;N 1;N 2;N 3):
+ jN 1N 2j+ jN 2N 3j+ jN 3N 1j= 0g\ M ;
whereM isdened by (2.3),iscalled the Bianchiattractor.





+ N 1N 2 + N 2N 3 + N 3N 1)= 0:(1.9)
This conclusion supports the statem ent that the K asner m ap approxim ates the
dynam ics,and also the statem entthatthe m attercontentlosessignicance close
to the singularity.Letusintroducesom eterm inology.
D enition 1.7. Letf 2 C 1 (Rn;Rn),and considera solution x to the equation
dx
dt
= f  x; x(0)= x0;
with m axim alexistenceinterval(t  ;t+ ).W ecalla pointx an -lim itpointofthe
solution x,ifthere is a sequence tk ! t  with x(tk)! x. The -lim itset ofx
isthe setofits-lim itpoints.The !-lim itsetisdened sim ilarly by replacing t 
with t+ .
Rem ark.Ift  >   1 then the -lim itsetisem pty,cf.[16].
Thus,the-lim itsetofa genericsolution iscontained in theattractor.Thedesired
statem entisthatthe-lim itsetcoincideswith theattractor,butthebestresultwe
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haveachieved in thisdirection isthattherem ustatleastbethree-lim itpointson
theK asnercircle.Thisworstcasesituation correspondsto thesolution converging
to a periodicorbitoftheK asnerm ap with period three.O bservethatwehavenot
proven anything concerning BianchiVIIIsolutions.
Let us sketch the proof. It is naturalto divide it into two parts. The rst part
consists of proving the existence ofan -lim it point on the K asner circle. W e
achievethisin the following steps.Firstweanalyzethe-lim itsetsoftheBianchi
types I,II and VII0. An analysis oftypes IofIIcan also be found in Ellis and
W ainwright [18]. Then we prove the existence ofan -lim it point for a generic
BianchiIX solution. To go from the existence ofan -lim it point to an -lim it
pointon the K asnercircle,we use the analysisofthe lowerBianchitypes. In the
second part,weprove(1.9).Letd bethe function appearing in thatequation.W e
assum e that d does not converge to zero in order to reach a contradiction. The
existence ofan -lim it pointon the K asnercircle provesthatthere isa sequence
k !   1 such thatd(k)! 0.Ifd doesnotconvergetozerothereisa > 0,and a
sequencesk !   1 such thatd(sk) .W ecan assum esk  k and concludethat
d on thewholehasto grow (going backwards)in theinterval[sk;k].W hatcan be
said aboutthis growth? In Section 14,we prove that we can controlthe density
param eter
 in thisprocess,assum ing  issm allenough,which isnota restriction.
As a consequence 
 can be assum ed to be arbitrarily sm allduring the growth.
Som efurtherargum ents,given in Section 15,show thatwecan assum ethegrowth
tooccurin theproductN 2N 3,usingthesym m etriesoftheequations.Furtherm ore,
one can assum e the +   -variablesto be arbitrarily close to (+ ;  )= (  1;0),
and thatsom eexpressionsdom inateothers.Forinstance1+ + can beassum ed to
be arbitrarily m uch sm allerthan N 2N 3.Thiscontrolintroducesa naturalconcept
oforderofm agnitude. The behaviourofthe productN 2N 3 willbe oscillatory;it
willlook roughly like a sine wave. The pointisto prove thatthe productdecays
during a period ofitsoscillation;thatwould lead to a contradiction.Thevariation
during a period can be expressed in term sofan integral,and we use the orderof
m agnitude concept to prove an estim ate showing that this integralhas the right
sign.
Now considerthestiuid casewith positivedensityparam eter.In thiscasewewill
considerBianchiVIIIand IX solutions.The analysisissim ilarforthe othercases
and a description ofthe resultsisto be found in Section 19.Again the singularity
correspondsto   1 . The density param eter 
 convergesto a non-zero value,all
the N i convergeto zero,and in the +   -plane the solution convergesto a point
insidethe triangleshown in Figure2.
In Section 2,weform ulatetheequationsofW ainwrightand Hsu and brieydescribe
their origin and som e of their properties. Section 3 contains som e elem entary
propertiesofsolutions.W egivetheexistenceintervalsofsolutionstotheequations,
and prove that the 
 +   -variables are contained in a com pact set to the past
forBianchiIX solutions.Asin the vacuum case,we also provethat(+ ;  )can
convergeto (  1;0)only ifthe solution isofTaub type,although thisisno longer
a characterization. In Section 4,we m ention som e criticalpoints and m ake m ore
precise the statem ent that solutions converging to these points are non-generic.
Included in thissection arealso two technicallem m asrelevantto theanalysis.The
m onotonicity principle isexplained in Section 5.Itisfundam entalto the analysis
ofthe -lim itsetsofthe solutions. W e presenttwo applications;the factthatall
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Figure 2. The trianglem entioned in the text.
-lim itpointsofBianchiIX solutionsareoftypeI,IIorVII0 and an analysisofthe
vacuum type IIorbits.The lastapplication isnotcom plicated,butillustratesthe
argum entsinvolved aswellasdem onstrating how them ap depicted in Figure1 can
beviewed asa sequenceoftypeIIorbits.Section 6 dealswith situationssuch that
one has controlover the shear variables and the density param eter. Specically,
itgivesa geom etric interpretation ofsom e ofthe equationsin 
 +   -space. As
an application,we prove thatifa BianchiIX solution hasan -lim itpointon the
K asner circle then allthe points obtained by applying the K asner m ap to this
point belong to the -lim it set of the solution. The sti uid case is handled
in Section 7. In this case the -lim it set consists ofa point regardless oftype.
Sections 8-10 dealwith the lowerorderBianchitypes needed in orderto analyze
BianchiIX.An analysisoftypesIofIIcan also be found in Ellisand W ainwright
[18]. Section 11 gives the possibilities for a Taub type BianchiIX solution. The
technicalSection 12 is needed in orderto prove the existence ofan -lim it point
forBianchiIX solutions,and also to prove thatthe setofvacuum type IIpoints
is an attractor. Itis used for approxim ating the solution in situations where the
behaviouris oscillatory. Section 13 provesthe existence ofan -lim it pointfor a
BianchiIX solution and the existence ofan -lim itpointon the K asnercircle for
generic BianchiIX solutions. In Section 14,we prove thatifone hascontrolover
the sum jN 1N 2j+ jN 2N 3j+ jN 3N 1jin som e tim e interval[1;2],and controlover

 in 2 then one has controlover 
 in the entire interval. This rather technical
observation isessentialin theproofthatgenericsolutionsconvergetotheattractor.
TheheartofthispaperisSection 15which containsaproofof(1.9).Italsocontains
argum ents that willbe used in Section 16 to analyze the regularity ofthe set of
non-genericpoints.In Section 17,weobservethattheconvergenceto theattractor
isuniform ,and in Section 18 we prove the existence ofatleastthree non-special
-lim itpointson the K asnercircle.W e form ulate the m ain conclusionsand prove
Theorem 1.2in Section 19.In Section 20,werelateourresultsconcerningsti uid
solutionsto those of[2]. The appendices contain results relating solutionsto the
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equationsofW ainwrightand Hsu with propertiesofthe classA developm entsand
som ecurvaturecom putations.
2. Equations of W ainw right and H su
The essence ofthis paper is an analysisofthe asym ptotic behaviour ofsolutions
to the equations ofW ainwright and Hsu (2.1)-(2.3). O ne im portant property of
theseequationsisthatthey describealltheBianchiclassA typesatthesam etim e.
Anotherim portantproperty isthatitseem sthatthevariablesrem ain in acom pact
setasone approachesa singularity. In the BianchiIX case,this followsfrom the
analysispresented in thispaper.Letusgivea rough description oftheorigin ofthe
variables.In thesituationsweconsider,thereisa foliation oftheLorentzm anifold
by hom ogeneousspacelikehypersurfacesdieom orphicto a Liegroup G ofclassA.
O necan dene an orthonorm albasise, = 0;:::;3,such thatei,i= 1;2;3,span
the tangentspace ofthe spacelike hypersurfacesofhom ogeneity,and e0 = @t for
a suitable globally dened tim e coordinate t. It is possible to associate a m atrix
nij with the spacelike vectors ei,as in (1.7),and assum e it to be diagonalwith
diagonalcom ponentsni.O ne changesthe tim e coordinateby dt=d = 3=,where
 ism inusthe trace ofthe second fundam entalform ofthe spacelike hypersurface
correspondingto t.TheN i()below aretheni()divided by (),the+ and  
correspond to the traceless part ofthe second fundam entalform ofthe spacelike
hypersurfacecorresponding to ,sim ilarly norm alized,and nally 
 = 3=2.W e
willreferto + and   asthe shear variables,and to 
 asthe density param eter.
The question then arises to what extent this m akes sense,since  could becom e
zero.An answerisgiven in theappendix.ForalltheBianchitypesexceptIX,this
procedureisessentially harm less,and thevariablesofW ainwrightand Hsu capture
the entire Lorentz m anifold. In the BianchiIX case,there is howevera point at
which  = 0,at least if1    2,see the appendix,and the variables are only
valid forhalfa developm entin thatcase.Asfarastheanalysisoftheasym ptotics
areconcerned,thisishowevernotim portant.A derivation oftheequationsisgiven
in the appendix.They are
N
0
1 = (q  4+ )N 1
N
0


















= [2q  (3   2)]
:












[(N 2   N 3)





(N 3   N 2)(N 1   N 2   N 3):

















3   2(N 1N 2 + N 2N 3 + N 3N 1)]= 1:(2.3)
W e dem and that2=3 <   2 and 
  0. The equations(2.1)-(2.3)have certain
sym m etries,described in W ainwrightand Hsu [17].By perm uting N 1;N 2;N 3 arbi-
trarily,wegetnew solutions,ifweatthesam etim ecarry outappropriatecom bina-
tionsofrotationsbyintegerm ultiplesof2=3,and reectionsin the(+ ;  )-plane.
Explicitly,the transform ations
















(~N 1;~N 2;~N 3)= (N 1;N 3;N 2); (~+ ;~  )= (+ ;    )
yield new solutions. Below, we refer to rotations by integer m ultiples of 2=3
as rotations. Changing the sign ofallthe N i at the sam e tim e does not change
the equations. Classify points (
; + ;  ;N 1;N 2;N 3) according to the values of
N 1;N 2;N 3 in the sam e way as in Table 1. Since the sets N i > 0,N i < 0 and
N i = 0 are invariantunderthe ow ofthe equations,we m ay classify solutionsto
(2.1)-(2.3)accordingly.
D enition 2.1. The Kasner circle isdened by the conditionsN i = 
 = 0 and




Thefollowing reform ulation of0+ iswritten down forfuture reference,

0













N 1(N 1   N 2   N 3):
(2.4)
3. Elementary properties of solutions
Herewecollectsom em iscellaneousobservationsthatwillbeofim portance.M ostof
them aresim ilartoresultsobtained in [16].The-lim itsetdened in Denition 1.7
playsan im portantrolein thispaper,and herewem ention som eofitsproperties.
Lem m a 3.1. Letf and x be as in Denition 1.7. The -lim itsetofx is closed
and invariantunder the ow off. Ifthere is a T such thatx(t)is contained in a
com pactsetfor t T,then the -lim itsetofx isconnected.
Proof.Seee.g.[12].2
D enition 3.1. A solution to (2.1)-(2.3)satisfying N 2 = N 3 and   = 0,orone
ofthe conditionsfound by applying thesym m etries,issaid to be ofTaub type.
Rem ark. The setdened by N 2 = N 3 and   = 0 is invariantunder the ow of
(2.1).
Lem m a 3.2. Theexistenceintervalsforallsolutionsto (2.1)-(2.3)exceptBianchi
IX are (  1 ;1 ).For BianchiIX solutionswe have pastglobalexistence.
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Proof.Asin the vacuum case,see[16].2
By observationsm adein the appendix,  1 correspondsto the singularity.
Lem m a 3.3. Let 2=3 <   2. Consider a solution of type IX. The im age
(+ ;  ;
)((  1 ;0])iscontained in a com pactsetwhosesizedependson theinitial
data.Further,ifata pointin tim e N 3  N 2  N 1 and N 3  2,then N 2  N 3=10.
Proof.Asin the vacuum case,see[16].2
That(+ ;  ;
)iscontained in a com pactsetforalltheothertypesfollowsfrom
the constraint. The second part ofthis lem m a willbe im portant in the proofof
theexistenceofan -lim itpoint.O neconsequenceisthatoneN i m ay notbecom e
unbounded alone.
The nalobservation is relevantin proving curvature blow up. O ne can dene a
norm alized version (22.3)oftheK retschm ann scalar(1.8),and itcan beexpressed
asa polynom ialin thevariablesofW ainwrightand Hsu.O neway ofprovingthata
specicsolution exhibitscurvatureblow up isto provethatithasan -lim itpoint
atwhich thenorm alized K retschm ann scalarisnon-zero.W ereferto theappendix
forthe details. Itturnsoutthatthispolynom ialiszero when N 2 = N 3,N 1 = 0,
  = 0,+ =   1 and 
 = 0.Thesam eistrueofthepointsobtained by applying
the sym m etries. It is then naturalto ask the question: for which solutions does
(+ ;  )convergeto (  1;0)?
P roposition 3.1. A solution to (2.1)-(2.3) with 2=3<  < 2 satises
lim
!   1
(+ ();  ())= (  1;0);
only ifitiscontained in the invariantset  = 0 and N 2 = N 3.
Rem ark. The proposition does not apply to the sti uid case. The analogous
statem ents for the points (+ ;  ) = (1=2;
p
3=2) are true by an application
ofthe sym m etries. W e m ay not replace the im plication with an equivalence,cf.
Proposition 9.1.
Proof. The argum entisessentially the sam e asin the vacuum case,see [16]. W e
only need to observe that 
 willdecay exponentially when ( + ;  ) is close to
(  1;0).2
4. C ritical points
D enition 4.1. The criticalpointF is dened by 
 = 1 and allother variables




pointwith   = 0,N 1 > 0,+ = (3   2)=8 and 
 = 1  (3   2)=16.Thecritical
pointsP
+
i (II),i= 2;3 arefound by applying the sym m etries.
Itwillturn outthattherearesolutionswhich convergeto thesepointsas !   1 .
Them ain objectiveofthissection isto provethatthesetofsuch solutionsissm all.
O bservethatonly non-vacuum solutionscan convergethese criticalpoints.
D enition 4.2. LetIV II0 denoteinitialdatato(2.1)-(2.3)oftypeVII0 with 
 > 0,
andcorrespondinglyfortheothertypes.LetPV II0 betheelem entsofIV II0 suchthat
the corresponding solutionsconverge to one ofP
+
i (II)as !   1 and sim ilarly
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for BianchiII and IX.Finally,let FV II0 be the elem ents ofIV II0 such that the
corresponding solutions converge to F as  !   1 ,and sim ilarly for the other
types.
Rem ark.ThesetsFII and so on depend on ,butweom itthisreference.
O bserve that II,III,IV II0 and IIX are subm anifolds ofR
6 ofdim ensions 2,3,4
and 5 respectively.They aredieom orphicwith open setsin a suitableR n;project

 to zero. W e willprove that P II consists ofpoints and that FI is the point F .
Let2=3 <  < 2 be xed.In Theorem 16.1,we willbe able to provethatthe sets
FII;FV II0,FIX ,PV II0 and PIX are C
1 subm anifoldsofR6 ofdim ensions1,2,3,1
and 2 respectively.Thisjustiesthe following denition.
D enition 4.3. Let2=3<  < 2.A solution to (2.1)-(2.3)issaid to be generic if
itisnotofTaub type,and ifitdoesnotbelong to FI;FII;FV II0,FIX ,PII,PV II0 or
PIX .
W e willneed the following two lem m asin the sequel.









Rem ark. There isno solution satisfying the conditionsofthislem m a,butwe will
need itto establish thatfact.




There isan  > 0 such thatforeach T,there isa   T such thatx() doesnot
belong to the open ballB (x0).In x0 onecan com pute that
q+ 2+  2
p
3  > 0:
Let  be so sm allthat these expressions are positive in B(x0). Let k !   1
be a sequence such that x(k) ! x0,and let sk  k be a sequence such that
x(sk)2 @B (x0)and x((sk;k]) B (x0). Since x(sk)is contained in a com pact




SinceN 2 and N 3 convergeto zero in k and decay in absolutevaluefrom k to sk,
the -lim itpointhasto be oftype II(N 1 hasto be non-zero forthe new -lim it
pointif issm allenough).2
Lem m a 4.2. Considera solution x to (2.1)-(2.3)such thatx hasF asan -lim it
point,butwhich does notconverge to F . Then x has an -lim it point oftype I
which isnotF .
Rem ark. The sam e rem ark as that m ade in connection with Lem m a 4.1 holds
concerning thislem m a.
Proof. The idea is the sam e as the previous lem m a. W e need only observe that
q  4+ ;q+ 2+ + 2
p
3  and q+ 2+   2
p
3  arepositivein F .2
5. T he monotonicity principle
Thefollowing lem m a willbea basictoolin theanalysisoftheasym ptotics,wewill
referto itasthe m onotonicity principle.
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Lem m a 5.1. Consider
dx
dt
= f  x(5.1)
where f 2 C 1 (Rn;Rn). LetU be an open subsetofRn,and M a closed subset
invariant under the ow of the vectoreld f. Let G : U ! R be a continuous
function such thatG (x(t)) is strictly m onotone for any solution x(t) of(5.1),as
longasx(t)2 U \M .Then no solution of(5.1)whoseim ageiscontained in U \M
hasan -or !-lim itpointin U .
Rem ark. O bserve that one can use M = Rn. W e willm ainly choose M to be
the closed invariantsubset ofR6 dened by (2.3). Ifone N i is zero and two are
non-zero,weconsiderthe num berofvariablesto be fouretc.
Proof.Supposep 2 U isan -lim itpointofa solution x contained in U \ M .Then
G  x isstrictly m onotone.Thereisa sequencetn ! t  such thatx(tn)! p by our
supposition.ThusG (x(tn))! G (p),butG  x ism onotonesothatG (x(t))! G (p).
Thus G (q) = G (p) for all-lim it points q ofx. Since M is closed p 2 M . The
solution x of(5.1),with initialvaluep,iscontained in M by theinvarianceproperty
ofM ,and itconsistsof-lim itpointsofx sothatG (x(t))= G (p)which isconstant.
Furtherm ore,on an open setcontaining zero ittakesvaluesin U contradicting the
assum ptionsofthe lem m a.2
Letusgivean exam pleofan application.




(N 1N 2N 3)()= 0:
Proof.LetU ofLem m a 5.1 be dened by the union ofthe setsN i 6= 0,i= 1;2;3,
M by the constraint(2.3),and G by the function N 1N 2N 3.Com pute
(N 1N 2N 3)
0
= 3qN 1N 2N 3:(5.2)
Considerasolution x of(2.1)-(2.3).W eneed toprovethatG  x isstrictlym onotone
as long as x() 2 U \ M . By (5.2) the only problem that could occur is q = 0.
However,q= 0 im pliesj0+ j+ j
0
 
j> 0 by (2.1)-(2.3)so thatG  x hasthedesired
property.Ifthesequencek !   1 yieldsthe-lim itpointweassum eexists,then
weconcludethat
(N 1N 2N 3)(k)! 0:
SinceN 1N 2N 3 ism onotone,we concludethatitconvergesto zero.2
O ne im portant consequence ofthis observation is the fact that all-lim it points
ofBianchiVIIIand IX solutionsare ofone ofthe lowerBianchitypes. Since the
-lim itsetisinvariantundertheow,itisthusofinteresttoknow som ethingabout
the -lim itsetsofthe lowerBianchitypes,ifone wantsto prove the existence of
an -lim itpointon the K asnercircle.
Letusnow analyzethe vacuum type IIorbitsand dene the K asnerm ap.
P roposition 5.1. A BianchiII vacuum solution of(2.1)-(2.3) with N 1 > 0 and
N 2 = N 3 = 0 satises
lim
!  1
N 1 = 0:(5.3)
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The !-lim itsetisa pointin K 1 and the -lim itsetisa pointon the Kasnercircle,
in the com plem entofthe closure ofK 1.
Rem ark.W hatism eantby K 1 isexplained in Denition 6.1.









W e wish to apply the m onotonicity principle.Thereare three variables.LetU be
dened by N 1 > 0,M bedened by (2.3),and G ( + ;  ;N 1)= + .W econclude
that(5.3)istrue asfollows. Letn ! 1 . A subsequence yieldsan !-lim itpoint
by (2.3).Them onotonicity principleyieldsN 1(nk )! 0 forthesubsequence.The





Using the m onotonicity of+ ,we conclude that (+ ;  ) has to converge. As
for the -lim it set,convergence to K 1 is not allowed since N
0
1 < 0 close to K 1.
Convergenceto oneofthespecialpointsin theclosureofK 1 isalso forbidden,since
Proposition 3.1 would im ply N 1 = 0 forthesolution in thatcase.Assum enow that













for arbitrary (+ ;  ) belonging to the solution. Since N
0
1 = (q  4+ )N 1 and
N 1 ! 0, we have to have +  1=2. If + = 1=2,then   = 
p
3=2. The
two corresponding linesin the+   -plane,obtained by substituting (+ ;  )into
(5.5),do notintersectany pointsinteriorto theK asnercircle.Therefore+ = 1=2
isnotan allowed lim itpoint,and the proposition follows.2
O bservethatby (5.4),theprojection ofthesolution tothe+   -planeisastraight
line. The orbits when N 2 > 0 and when N 3 > 0 are obtained by applying the
sym m etries. Figure 1 showsa sequence ofvacuum type IIorbitsprojected to the
+   -plane. The rstline,starting atthe star,hasN 1 > 0,the second N 3 > 0
and the third N 2 > 0.
D enition 5.1. Ifx0 isa non-specialpointon theK asnercircle,then theKasner
m ap applied to x0 is dened to be the point x1 on the K asner circle,with the
property thatthere isa vacuum type IIorbitwith x0 asan !-lim itpointand x1
asan -lim itpoint.
6. D ependence on the shear variables
In severalargum ents,wewillhavecontrolovertheshearvariablesand the density
param eterin som e tim e interval,and it isofinterestto know how the rem aining
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variablesbehavein suchsituations.Considerforinstancetheexpressionm ultiplying
N 1 in the form ula forN
0










The set ofpoints in 
 +   -space satisfying this equation is a paraboloid,and
the intersection with 
 = 0 isthe dashed circle shown in Figure 3.If(
; + ;  )
belongs to the interior of the paraboloid (6.1) with 
  0, then jN 1j
0 willbe
negative,so thatjN 1jincreasesaswego backward.O utsideoftheparaboloid,jN 1j
decreases.Thesituation issim ilarforN 2 and N 3.O bservethatthecircleobtained
by letting 
 = 0 in (6.1) intersects the K asner circle in two specialpoints. The
sam eistrueoftherotated circlescorrespondingtoN 2 and N 3.Itwillbeconvenient
to introducenotation forthepointson theK asnercircleatwhich jN ij
0isnegative.













Figure 3. The circlesm entioned in the text.
D enition 6.1. W e letK 1; K 2 and K 3 be the subsetsofthe K asnercircle where
q  4+ < 0;q+ 2+ + 2
p
3  < 0 and q+ 2+   2
p
3  < 0 respectively.
Rem ark. O n the K asner circle,
 = 0 so that q = 2( 2+ + 
2
 
) = 2 under the
conditionsofthisdenition.
Italso ofinterestto know when the derivativesofN 2N 3 and sim ilarproductsare
zero. Since (N 2N 3)
0 = (2q+ 4+ )N 2N 3,we consider the set on which q+ 2+

















 = 0 isthecirclewith radius1=2 shown in Figure
3.Again,insidetheparaboloid jN 2N 3jincreasesaswego backward,and outsideit
decreases.Therearecorresponding paraboloidsforthe productsN 1N 2 and N 1N 3.
O bserve that in the non-vacuum case,it is harm less to introduce ! = 
1=2 and
then the paraboloidsbecom e halfspheres.
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P roposition 6.1. Considera BianchiIX solution to (2.1)-(2.3)with 2=3<  < 2.
If the solution has a non-special-lim it point x on the Kasner circle, then the
closure ofthe vacuum type IIorbitwith x asan !-lim itpointbelongsto the -lim it
set.
Rem ark.Thesam econclusion holdsfora Bianchitype VII0 solution with N 1 = 0,
ifithasan -lim itpointin K 2 orK 3.
Proof. Assum e the lim it point lies in K 1 with (+ ;  ) = (+ ;  ). There is a
sequence k !   1 ,such thatthe solution evaluated atk convergesto the point
on the K asnercircle. There isa ballB (+ ;  )in the +   -plane,centered at
thispoint,such thatjN 2j;jN 3j;jN 1N 2j;jN 1N 3jand 
 alldecay exponentially,at
leastase forsom exed  > 0,and N1 increasesexponentially,atleastase
  ,in
theclosureofthisball.Thereisa K such that(+ (k);  (k))2 B (+ ;  )for
allk  K .Foreach tim eweentertheball,wem ustleaveit,sinceifwestay in itto
thepast,N 1 willgrow toinnity whereasN 2 and N 3 willdecay to zero,in violation
ofthe constraint.Thusforeach k,k  K ,thereisa tk  k corresponding to the



































W ethusgeta typeIIvacuum lim itpointwith N 1 > 0,to which wem ay apply the
ow,and deducethe conclusion ofthe lem m a.The statem entm adein the rem ark
followsin thesam eway.O bservethattheonly im portantthing wasthatthelim it
pointwasin K 1 and N 1 wasnon-zero forthe solution.2
7. T he stiff fluid case
In thissection we willassum e 
 > 0 and  = 2 forallsolutionswe consider. W e
begin by explaining the origin ofthe triangleshown in Figure2.Then we analyze
the type II orbits. They yield an analogue ofthe K asner m ap,connecting two
pointsinsidetheK asnercircle,and westatean analogueofProposition 6.1 forthis
m ap. W e then prove that
 isbounded away from zero to the past. O nly in the
case ofBianchiIX is an argum entrequired,but this result is the centralpart of
the analysisofthe sti uid case. A peculiarity ofthe equations then yields the
conclusion that jN 1N 2j+ jN 2N 3j+ jN 3N 1jconvergesto zero exponentially. This
proves that any solution is contained in a com pact set to the past,and that all
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-lim itpointsareoftypeIorII.Anotherconsequenceisthat
 hasto convergeto
a non-zero value;thisrequiresa proofin the BianchiIX case.Nextone concludes
that allN i converge to zero,since ifthat were not the case,there would be an
-lim itpointoftypeIIto which onecould apply theow,obtaining -lim itpoints
with dierent
:s. Then ifa BianchiIX solution had an -lim itpointoutside the
triangle,one could apply the ’K asner’m ap to such a point,obtaining an -lim it
pointwith som e N i > 0.Finally,som etechnicalargum entsnish the analysis.





W e then have,since 3   2 = 4,
!
0
=   (2  q)!:(7.1)
Theexpression 
+  2+ + 
2
 
turnsinto!2+ 2+ + 
2
 









= 1;!  0:(7.2)
In the sti uid case,allthe type Ipoints are xed points,and they play a role
sim ilarto thatofthe K asnercirclein the vacuum case.
Letusm akesom eobservations.IfN 1 6= 0,then N
0
1 = 0isequivalenttoq  4+ = 0.
Dividing by 2 and com pleting squares,weseethatthiscondition isequivalentto
!
2





= 1;!  0:(7.3)
By applying the sym m etries,the conditions N 0i = 0; N i 6= 0 are consequently
allfullled precisely on halfspheres ofradii1. Since jN 1j
0 < 0 corresponds to
an increase in jN 1jas we go backward, jN 1j increases exponentially as we are
insidethehalfsphere(7.3)and decreasesexponentially asweareoutsideit.Ifone
takes the intersection of(7.2) and (7.3),one gets the subset + = 1=2 of(7.2).
Thecorresponding intersectionsforN 2 and N 3 yield two m orelinesin the +   -
plane.Togetherthey yield thetrianglein Figure2.Consequently,if(!;+ ;  )is
closeto (7.2)and (+ ;  )isin the interiorofthe triangle,then allthe N i decay
exponentially as !   1 .
LetM 1 be the subset!+   -space obeying (7.2)with ! > 0 and + > 1=2 and
M 2,M 3 be the corresponding setsforN 2 and N 3. W e also letL1 be the subset
oftheintersection between (7.2)and (7.3)with ! > 0 and correspondingly N 2 and
N 3 yield L2 and L3.
Lem m a 7.1. Consider a solution to (2.1)-(2.3) with  = 2 such that N1 > 0,




and (!;+ ;  )convergesto a point,satisfying(7.2)and ! > 0,in thecom plem ent
ofL1 [ M 1,as  !   1 . In !+   -space,the orbitofthe solution is a straight
line connecting two points satisfying (7.2). If! > 0,itis strictly increasing along
the solution,going backwards in tim e.
Proof.Sinceq< 2 forthe entiresolution,wecan apply the m onotonicity principle
with U dened by q < 2,G dened by  + and M by the constraint (2.3). Ifq
doesnotconvergeto 2 as !   1 ,we getan -lim itpointwith q < 2. W e have
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Consequently, + ,   and ! are allm onotone so that they converge,both as
 ! 1 and as  !   1 . It also follows from (7.5) and (7.6) that the quotients
(2   + )=! and   =! are constant. Thus the orbit in !+   -space describes
a straight line connecting two points satisfying (7.2). As  !   1 ,the solution
cannotconverge to a pointin L1 [ M 1 forthe following reason. Assum e itdoes.
Since+ decreasesas decreases,see(7.5),wem usthave+  1=2 fortheentire
solution,since + by assum ption convergesto a value  1=2. But then N
0
1 < 0
forthe entire solution by (2.1)and (2.3). Thus N 1 increasesaswe go backward,
contradicting the factthatN 1 ! 0.2
The nextthing we wish to proveisthatifa solution hasan -lim itpointx in the
setM 1,and N 1 6= 0 forthe solution,then we can apply the ’K asner’m ap to that
point. W hatwe m ean by thatisthatan entire type IIorbitwith x asan !-lim it
pointbelongs to the -lim it set ofthe originalsolution. From this one can draw
quite strong conclusions. O bserve for instance that by (7.1),! is m onotone for
a BianchiVIII solution to (2.1)-(2.3). Thus ! converges as  !   1 since it is
bounded. Ifthe BianchiVIIIsolution has an -lim it point oftype Ioutside the
triangle,wecan apply theK asnerm ap to itto obtain -lim itpointswith dierent
!.Butthatisim possible.
Lem m a 7.2. Consider a solution to (2.1)-(2.3) with  = 2 such that N1 6= 0.
Then ifthe solution has an -lim itpointx 2 M 1,the orbitofa type II solution
with x asan !-lim itpointbelongsto the -lim itsetofthe solution.
Proof.Theproofisanalogousto the proofofProposition 6.1.2
Considerasolution such that! > 0.W ewanttoexcludethepossibility that! ! 0
as !   1 .Considering (7.1),weseethattheonly possibility for! to decreaseis
ifq> 2.In thatcontext,the following lem m a isrelevant.
Lem m a 7.3. Consider a BianchiIX solution to (2.1)-(2.3) with  = 2. There is
an 0 such thatif  0 and
(N 1N 2N 3)() ;
then
q()  2 41=3:
Proof. By a perm utation ofthe variables,we can assum e N 1  N 2  N 3 in .
O bservethat
q  2  3N 1(N 2 + N 3)
by theconstraint(2.3).IfN 3  
1=2 in ,wegetq  2  6  41=3 if0 issm all
enough.IfN 3  
1=2 in ,weget
N 1N 2  
1=2
:
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Assum e,in orderto reach a contradiction,(N 1N 3)() 
1=3.Then N 2() 
2=3,
so thatN 1() 
2=3 and N 3() 
  1=3.By Lem m a 3.3 wegeta contradiction if
0 issm allenough.Thus






For allsolutions except those ofBianchiIX type,! is m onotone increasing as 
decreases. Thus, ! is greater than zero on the -lim it set of any non-vacuum
solution which is notoftype IX.Itturns outthatthe sam e istrue fora Bianchi
IX solution.
Lem m a 7.4. Consider a BianchiIX solution to (2.1)-(2.3) with  = 2 such that
! > 0.Then there isan  > 0 such that!()  for all  0.
Proof.Assum eallthe N i arepositive.Thefunction
 =
(N 1N 2N 3)
1=3
!
satises0= 2.Thus,for  0,
(N 1N 2N 3)
1=3
()= !()(0)e
2  C e2;



















(q(s)  2)ds 2C e2T +
Z 0
T





(q(s)  2)ds) !(0)e  C
0
;
and the lem m a follows.2
Thenextlem m a willbe used to provethat! convergesfora BianchiIX solution.
Lem m a 7.5. Considera solution to (2.1)-(2.3)with  = 2 and ! > 0.Then there
isan  > 0 and a T such that
jN 1N 2j+ jN 2N 3j+ jN 3N 1j e

for all  T.











Since!()  forall  0,we concludethat
g() g(0)exp(22)
so that
j(N 2N 3)()j g(0)!()exp(2
2
):
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There are sim ilarestim atesforthe otherproducts. By Lem m a 3.3,we know that
! is bounded in (  1 ;0]so that by choosing  = 2 and T negative enough the
lem m a follows.2
C orollary 7.1. Consider a solution to (2.1)-(2.3) with  = 2 and ! > 0. Then
(!;+ ;  ;N 1;N 2;N 3)(  1 ;0]is contained in a com pact set and allthe -lim it
pointsare oftype Ior II.
Lem m a 7.6. Consider a solution to (2.1)-(2.3) with  = 2 and ! > 0.Then
lim
!   1
!()= !0 > 0:
Proof.Sincethisfollowsfrom them onotonicity of! in allcasesexceptBianchiIX,
see (7.1),we assum e thatthe solution isoftype IX.Letk !   1 be a sequence
such that !(k) ! !1 > 0. This is possible since ! is constrained to belong to
a com pact set for   0 by Lem m a 3.3,and since ! is bounded away from zero
to the past by Lem m a 7.4. Assum e ! does not converge to !1. Then there is a
sequence sk !   1 such that!(sk)! !2 where we can assum e !2 > !1. W e can






q  2 3(N 1N 2 + N 2N 3 + N 3N 1) 3e



















s k )!(k)! !1;
so that!2  !1 contradicting ourassum ption.2





Proof.Assum eN 1 doesnotconvergeto zero.Then thereisa typeII-lim itpoint
with N 1 and ! non-zero by Corollary 7.1 and Lem m a 7.6.Ifweapply theow,we
get-lim itpointswith dierent! in contradiction to Lem m a 7.6.2
Lem m a 7.7. Consider a solution to (2.1)-(2.3) with  = 2 and ! > 0. Ifithas
an -lim itpointoftype Iinside the triangle,the solution convergesto thatpoint.
Proof.Letx be the lim itpoint.LetB be a ballofradius in !+   -space,with
centergiven by the !;+ ;  -coordinatesofx. Letk !   1 be a sequence that
yields x. Assum e the solution leaves B to the past ofevery k. Then there is a
sequencesk !   1 ,such thatthe !;+ ;  -coordinatesofthe solution evaluated
in sk converges to a point on the boundary ofB ,sk  k,and the !;+ ;  -
coordinatesofthe solution arecontained in B during [sk;k],k largeenough.
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Sinceallexpressionsin the N i decay exponentially ase
 ,forsom e > 0,aslong






for 2 [sk;k]where k ! 0.W e get




and sim ilarly for  and !.The assum ption thatwealwaysleaveB consequently
yieldsa contradiction.W e m ustthusconvergeto the given -lim itpoint.2
P roposition 7.1. Consider a solution to (2.1)-(2.3) with  = 2 and ! > 0.IfNi
isnon-zero forthe solution,itconvergesto a type Ipointin the com plem entofM i
with ! > 0.
Proof. Ifthere is an -lim it point on M i,we can use Lem m a 7.2 to obtain a
contradiction to Lem m a 7.6. Ifthere is an -lim it point in M k and N k is zero
for the solution,the solution converges to that point by an argum ent sim ilar to
the one given in the previouslem m a. W hatrem ainsisthe possibility thatallthe
-lim itpointsareon theLk.Since! converges,thepossiblepointsprojected tothe
+   -planearetheintersection between a triangleand a circle.Sincethe -lim it
setisconnected,weconcludethatthe solution m ustconvergeto a pointon one of
the Lk.2
P roposition 7.2. Consider a solution to (2.1)-(2.3) with  = 2 and ! > 0.IfNi
isnon-zero for the solution,the solution cannotconverge to a pointin Li.
Proof. Assum e i = 1. Then Li is the subset of(7.2) consisting ofpoints with
+ = 1=2 and ! > 0. Since N 2; N 3; N 2N 3; N 2N 1 and N 3N 1 converge to zero
fasterthan N 21,
0
+ willin the end be positive,cf.(7.5),so thatthere isa T such
that+ () 1=2for  T.SinceN1 willdom inatein theend,wecan alsoassum e
q()< 2 for  T. By (2.1)we conclude thatjN1jincreasesbackward as  T
contradicting Corollary 7.2.2
Adding up the last two propositions, we conclude that the +   -variables of
BianchiVIIIand IX solutionsconvergeto a pointinteriorto thetriangleofFigure
2,and 
 to thevaluethen determ ined by theconstraint(2.3).In theBianchiVII0
case,a sideofthetriangledisappears,increasing thesetofpointsto which + ; 
m ay converge.W e sum up the conclusionsin Section 19.
8. T ype I solutions
ConsidertypeIsolutions(N i = 0).ThepointF and thepointson theK asnercircle
arexed points.Considera solution with 0 < 
(0)< 1.Using the constraint,we
m ay expressthetim e derivativeof
 in term sof









By (2.1)(+ ;  )m ovesradially.
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)()= (+ =jj;  =jj;0);
where (+ ;  ) is the initialvalue of(+ ;  ),and jjis the Euclidean norm of
the initialvalue.
9. T ype II solutions
P roposition 9.1. Consider a type II solution with N 1 > 0 and 2=3 <  < 2. If
the initialvalue for   is non-zero,the -lim itsetis a pointin K 2 [ K 3. Ifthe








; + ;N 1)()= (0;  1;0):(9.1)
Proof.Lettheinitialdata begiven by (+ ;  ;
0).Thevacuum casewashandled
in Proposition 5.1,so wewillassum e
0 > 0.











Thus,  decreasesifitisnegative,and increasesifitispositive,aswe go back-
ward in tim e,by (2.1). Thus,both N 1 and 
 m ust converge to 0 as  !   1 ,
since the variablesareconstrained to belong to a com pactset,and because ofthe
m onotonicity principle. Since   ism onotonousand the -lim itsetisconnected,
see Lem m a 3.1,(+ ;  ) m ust converge to a point,say (s+ ;s  ) on the K asner






  4s+  0;
since N 1 converges to 0. There are two specialpoints in this set,but we m ay
not converge to them ,since that would im ply N 1 = 0 for the entire solution by
Proposition 3.1.Therstpartofthe proposition follows.
Consider the case   = 0. There is a xed point P
+
1
(II). Elim inating 
 from








can haveitasan -lim itpoint,cf.[10]pp.228-234.Thereisalso a setofsolutions




















Apply the m onotonicity principle. LetG = Z7 and U be dened asthe subsetof





 > 0,N 1 > 0






(II),+ = v im plies
0
+ 6= 0. Thus,G  x isstrictly m onotone
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aslong asx iscontained in U \ M . Since the solution cannothave P +
1
(II)asan
-lim itpoint,wem ustthushaveN 1 = 0 or













Thus,ifthe solution attainsa point+  0,then (9.1)holds. W e willnow prove
thatthisisthe only possibility.
a.Assum e we havean -lim itpointwith N 1 > 0 and 
 = 0.Then we m ay apply
theow to thatlim itpointto get + =   1 asa lim itpoint,butthen the solution
m ustattain +  0.
b. If
 > 0 butN 1 = 0,then we m ay assum e + 6= 0 since we are noton FII,cf.
Lem m a4.2.Applytheow toarriveat + =   1or+ = 1.Theform eralternative
hasbeen dealtwith,and thelattercaseallowsusto constructan -lim itpointwith
N 1 > 0 and 
 = 0,sinceN 1 increasesexponentially,and 
 decreasesexponentially,
in a neighbourhood ofthe pointon theK asnercirclewith + = 1,cf.Proposition
6.1.
c.The situation 
 = N 1 = 0 can be handled asabove.2
W e m ake onem ore observation thatwillbe relevantin analyzing the regularity of
FII.
Lem m a 9.1. The closure ofFII doesnotintersectA .
Proof. Assum e there isa sequence xk 2 FII such thatthe distance from xk to A
goesto zero. W e can assum e thatallthe xk have N 1 > 0 by choosing a suitable
subsequenceand then applyingthesym m etries.W ecan alsoassum ethatxk ! x 2
A . Since   = 0 forallthe xk by Proposition 9.1,the sam e holdsforx. O bserve
thatno elem entofFII can have +  0,because of(9.2). IfN 1 corresponding to
x iszero,wethen concludethatx isdened by  + = 1 and alltheothervariables
zero. Applying the ow to the past to the points xk willthen yield a sequence
yk 2 FII such that yk converges to a type II vacuum point with N 1 > 0 and
  = 0,cf.theproofofProposition 6.1.Thus,wecan assum ethatthelim itpoint
x 2 A hasN 1 > 0.Applying theow to x yieldsthepoint + =   1 on theK asner
circle by Proposition 5.1. By the continuity ofthe ow,we can apply the ow to
xk to obtain elem entsin FII with + < 0 which isim possible.2
10. T ype V II0 solutions
W hen speaking of BianchiVII0 solutions, we will always assum e N 1 = 0 and
N 2;N 3 > 0.Considerrstthe caseN 2 = N 3 and   = 0
P roposition 10.1. Consider a type VII0 solution with N 1 = 0 and 2=3 <  < 2.
IfN 2 = N 3 and   = 0,one ofthe following possibilities occurs
1.The solution convergesto + = 1 on the Kasnercircle.
2.The solution convergesto F .
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ifN 2 = N 3,the conclusionsofthe lem m a follow,exceptforthe statem entthatN 2
convergesto a non-zerovalueif+ convergesto   1.However,
 willdecay to zero
exponentially closeto theK asnercircle,and by theconstraint,1+ + willbehave
as
 closeto  + =   1.Thus,q+ 2+ willbe integrable.2
Before we state a proposition concerning the behaviour ofgeneric BianchiVII0
solutions,letusgivean intuitive picture.Figure4 showsa sim ulation with  = 1,
wheretheplussign representsthestarting point,and thestartheend point,going
backward. 
 willdecay to zero quite rapidly,and the sam e holdsforthe product
N 2N 3. In that sense,the solution willasym ptotically behave like a sequence of
typeIIvacuum orbits.Ifboth N 2 and N 3 aresm all,and wearecloseto thesection
K 2 on the K asner circle,then N 2 willincrease exponentially,and N 3 willdecay
exponentially,yielding in theend roughly a typeIIorbitwith N 2 > 0.Ifthisorbit
endsin ata pointin K 3,then thegam ebeginsanew,and wegetroughly a typeII
orbitwith N 3 > 0.O bservehoweverthatifwegetcloseto K 1,there isnothing to
m ake usbounce away,since N 1 iszero. The sim ulation illustratesthisbehaviour.
Considerthegureofthesolution projected to the +   -plane.Thethreepoints
that appear to be on the K asner circle are close to K 2,K 3 and K 1 respectively.
O bservehow thiscorrelateswith the graphsofN 2,N 3 and q.







































Figure 4. Illustration ofa BianchiVII0 solution.
P roposition 10.2. Generic BianchiVII0 solutionswith N 1 = 0 and 2=3<  < 2
converge to a pointin K 1.
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W e divide the proof into lem m as. First we prove that the past dynam ics are
contained in a com pactset.
Lem m a 10.1. Fora generic BianchiVII0 solution with N 1 = 0 and 2=3<  < 2,























+ (N 2   N 3)
2
Z  1:(10.1)
The proofthatthe pastdynam icsare contained in a com pactsetisasin Rendall
[15].Let  0.Then






Com bining thisfactwith theconstraint,weseethatallthevariablesarecontained
in a com pactsetduring (  1 ;0].2
W enow provethatN 2N 3 ! 0.Thereason being the desireto reducethe problem
by proving thatallthelim itpointsareoftypeIorII,and then useourknowledge
aboutwhathappenswhen weapply the ow to such points.




(N 2N 3)()= 0:
Proof.Assum ethecontrary.Then wecan useLem m a 10.1 to constructan -lim it
point(!;+ ;  ;0;n2;n3) where n2n3 > 0. W e apply the m onotonicity principle
in order to arrive at a contradiction. W ith notation as in Lem m a 5.1,let U be
dened by N 2 > 0; N 3 > 0 and 
2
 
+ (N 2   N 3)
2 > 0. LetG be dened by Z   1,
and M by theconstraint(2.3).W e haveto show thatG evaluated on a solution is
strictly m onotone aslong asthe solution iscontained in U \ M . Consider(10.1).
By the constraint (2.3),2
 
+ (N 2   N 3)
2 > 0 im plies + >   1. Furtherm ore,
Z  1 > 0 on U .IfZ
0






+ (N 2   N 3)
2 > 0 and N 2 + N 3 > 0. The -lim it pointwe have constructed
cannotbelong to U .O n the otherhand,n2;n3 > 0 and since Z  1 increasesaswe
go backward,2
 
+ (n2   n3)















by (2.4).Assum e we are noton PV II0 orFV II0.Letusrstprovethatthere isan
-lim it pointon the K asnercircle. Assum e F is an -lim it point. Then we m ay
constructa typeIlim itpointwhich isnotF ,and thusa lim itpointon theK asner
circle,cf. Lem m a 4.2 and Proposition 8.1. By Lem m a 10.2,we m ay then assum e
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notliein FI orFII,cf.Lem m a 4.1.Thus,wegeta lim itpointon theK asnercircle
by Proposition 8.1 and Proposition 9.1.
Next,weprovethattherehasto bean -lim itpointwhich liesin theclosureofK 1.
Ifthe -lim itpointwe have constructed isin K 2 orK 3,we can apply the K asner
m ap according to the rem ark following Proposition 6.1. After a nite num ber of
K asneriterateswe willend up in the desired set.Ifthe -lim itpointwe obtained
has+ =   1,we m ay constructa lim itpointwith 1+ + =  > 0 by Proposition
3.1. W e can also assum e that 
 = 0 forthis point,since 
 decaysexponentially
going backward when + isclose to   1. By Lem m a 10.2,thislim itpointwillbe
a type IorIIvacuum point,and by applying the ow we geta non speciallim it
pointon the K asnercircle. Asabove,we then getan -lim itpointin the desired
set.Letthe +   -variablesofone-lim itpointin the closureofK 1 be (+ ;  ).
By (10.2),weconcludethatonce+ hasbecom egreaterthan 0,itbecom esm ono-
toneso thatithasto converge.M oreover,weseeby thesam eequation that
 then
hasto convergeto zero,and 2+ + 
2
 
hasto convergeto 1.Sincethe-lim itsetis
connected,by Lem m a 3.1 and Lem m a 10.1,weconcludethat(+ ;  )hasto con-
verge to (+ ;  ). By Proposition 3.1,(+ ;  )cannotequal(1=2;
p
3=2),since
otherwiseN 2 orN 3 would bezero fortheentiresolution.Consequently,+ > 1=2,
and weconcludethatN 2 and N 3 haveto convergeto zero.Theproposition follows.
2
11. Taub type IX solutions
ConsidertheTaub typesolutions:  = 0 and N 2 = N 3.W eprovethatexceptfor
the caseswhen the solution belongsto FIX orPIX ,(+ ;  )convergesto (  1;0).
Lem m a 11.1. Consider a type IX solution with   = 0,N 2 = N 3 and 2=3<  <
2.Then + (0) 0 and 




; + ;  ;N 1;N 2;N 3)()= (0;  1;0;0;n2;n2);
where 0 < n2 < 1 .
Proof.W eprovethattheow willtakeustotheboundaryoftheparabola
+  2+ =
1 with + < 0,and thatwe willthen slide down the side on the outside to reach
+ =   1,see Figure 5. The plussign in the gure representsthe starting point,
and the starthe end point.
1.Letusrstassum e + (0) 0,










W e prove thatC is not bounded from below. Assum e the contrary. Lettbe the
inm um ofC,which exists since C is non-em pty and bounded from below. Since
t2 C,+ (t)< 0.Lett





= [(3   2)(
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Figure 5. Partofa Taub type IX solution projected to the + 
-plane.
Since+ < 0 in [t












+  2+  1 in [t
0;t],by (11.2),so that
 decreasesin theintervalby
(11.1).Thust02 C,contradicting the factthattisthe inm um ofC.
Let  0.Then + ()  
p
1  
(0).By (11.1),we then conclude 
 ! 0.By
(2.1),wealso concludethatN 1N 2 ! 0 and N 1 ! 0.By (11.2),wehave+ !   1.
Using the constraint(11.2)and (2.2),we conclude thatq+ 2+ is integrable,so
thatN 2 = N 3 willconvergeto a nite non-zero value.
2.Assum e now + (0) 0,
(0)< 1 and 
(0)+ 
2
+ (0)< 1.O bservethat

0
+ = (1  
  
2




 + + 9N 1N 2:(11.3)
Aslong as
+  2+ < 1,+ decreasesaswe go backward in tim e by (11.3).Then
N 2=N 1 willincreaseexponentially until
+ 
2
+ = 1,by theconstraint,and + < 0.
2
Lem m a 11.2. Consider a type IX solution with   = 0,N 2 = N 3 and 2=3<  <
2.Itiscontained in a com pactsetfor   0 and N1N 2 ! 0.
Proof. Note thatN 1 m ustbe bounded for  0,asfollowsfrom Lem m a 3.3,the
fact that N 2 = N 3,and the fact that N 1N 2N 3 decreases backward in tim e. To
provetherststatem ent,assum ethecontrary.Then thereisa sequencek !   1






+ 2 2+ + 2+  0(11.4)
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in k.SinceN 1N
2
2 isdecreasing aswe go backward,N 1 and N 1N 2 evaluated atk
m ustgo to zero.Thus















which is a contradiction. In other words,there is a k such that + (k)  0,by
(11.4),and 
(k)< 1. W e can then use Lem m a 11.1 to arrive ata contradiction
to the assum ption thatthe solution isnotcontained in a com pactset.
To prove the second partofthe lem m a,observe thatN 1N
2
2 convergesto zero,as
followsfrom the existence ofan -lim itpointand Lem m a 5.2.Thus











P roposition 11.1. For a type IX solution with   = 0,N 2 = N 3 and 2=3<  <




; + ;  ;N 1;N 2;N 3)()= (0;  1;0;0;n2;n2)
where 0 < n2 < 1 .
Rem ark.Com parewith Proposition3.1.O bservealsothatwhen + forthesolution
convergesto  1,weapproach + =   1;




1,asfollowsfrom the proofofLem m a 11.1.
Proof.Considera solution which isnotcontained in FIX orPIX .By Lem m a 11.2,





1.Itiscontained in FI[FII[FV II0.Then F isan -lim itpoint.Sincethesolution
isnotcontained in FIX ,wegeta typeIlim itpointwhich isnotF ,by Lem m a 4.2,
and thuseither+ =   1 or+ = 1 aslim itpoints,by Proposition 8.1.The rst
alternative im plies convergence to + =   1,by Lem m a 11.1. Ifwe have a type
I-lim itpointwith  + = 1,we can apply the K asnerm ap by Proposition 6.1 in
orderto obtain a type Ilim itpointwith + =   1.
2.The lim itpointisoftype I.Thispossibility can be dealtwith asabove.
3. Itis oftype II.W e can assum e thatitisnotP
+
1
(II),by Lem m a 4.1,and that
itisnotcontained in FII.Thusweget+ =   1 on theK asnercircleasan -lim it
point,by Proposition 9.1,and thusasaboveconvergenceto + =   1.
4. The lim itpointis oftype VII0. W e can assum e + 6= 0. If+ < 0,we can
apply Lem m a 11.1 again,and if+ > 0,weget+ = 1 on theK asnercircleasan
-lim itpoint,by Proposition 10.1,a casewhich can be dealtwith asabove.2
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12. O scillatory behaviour
It willbe necessary to considerBianchiIX solutions to (2.1)-(2.3)under circum -
stancessuch thatthe behaviourisoscillatory. Thissection providesthe technical
toolsneeded.







and ~x = (~x;~y)t satisfy
~x
0
= A ~x + ;
where issom evectorvalued function.

































W e have[A;]= 0, 0=   A and x 0= Ax.W e get
((~x   x))0=   A(~x   x)+ (A(~x   x)+ )= :
Thus






But takesvaluesin SO (2)and the lem m a follows.2
In order to prove the existence ofan -lim it point for BianchiIX solutions,and
that,generically,there isa lim itpointon the K asnercircle,we need the following
lem m a.
Lem m a 12.2. Considera BianchiIX solution with 2=3<  < 2.Assum e there is
a sequencek !   1 such thatq(k)! 0,and N 2(k);N 3(k)! 1 ,then foreach
T,there isa   T such that+ () 0.
Proof.O bservethatby (2.4),q= 0 and N 2+ N 3  N 1 im plies
0
+    2.However,
theonly term appearing in the constraintwhich doesnotgo to zero in k is(N 2  
N 3)




and the behaviourisoscillatory. Itisclearthat0+ could becom e positive during
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theoscillations,butonly when j  jisbig,so thatweon thewholeshould m ovein
the positivedirection.
Assum ethere isa T such that+ ()< 0 forall  T.
W e begin by exam ining the behaviourofdierentexpressionsin the sets
D k = [
1
n= k[n   1;n]
and
D = [1n= 1[n   1;n]:
O bservethatby the factthat(
; + ;  )areconstrained to belong to a com pact
setduring (  1 ;0],according to Lem m a 3.3,N 2 and N 3 go to innity uniform ly in
D (by which wewillm ean the following):
8M 9K :k  K ) N i() M 8 2 Dk;i= 2;3:
ThusN 1 and N 1(N 2+ N 3)go to zero uniform ly in D .By (2.1),
 also convergesto




(N 2   N 3)
2
in D .Consider(2.4).The lasttwo term sgo to zero uniform ly.Ifthe rstterm is
notnegative,1  
   2+   
2
 
 0.By theconstraint,itwillthen bebounded by
an expression thatconvergesto zero uniform ly in D . Thus,forevery  > 0 there
isa K such thatk  K im plies0+   in Dk.Com bining thiswith the factthat
q(k)! 0,and the assum ption that + ()< 0 for   T,we conclude that+
convergesuniform ly to zero in D .














W e can apply Lem m a 12.1 with
g =   3(N 2 + N 3)  2(1+ + )~x~y = g1 + g2
and x,y given by (15.5)and (15.6),cf.Lem m a 15.1.By the above,we conclude
that ~x and ~y are uniform ly bounded on D k,ifk is great enough,and that kk
convergesto zero uniform ly on D .Letxk bethe expression given by Lem m a 12.1,
with 0 replaced by k and 0 by a suitable k. Let  > 0. By the above and
q(k)! 0,weget
k(~x   xk)()k  ;(12.5)
if 2 [k   1;k],and k isgreatenough.In [k   1;k],wethushave

0
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beasin (12.2).SinceN 2+ N 3 goesto innity uniform ly,[k   1;k]can beassum ed
to contain an arbitrary num ber ofperiods ofk,ifk is great enough. Thus,we
can assum e the existence of1;k;2;k 2 [k   1;k],such that 2;k   1;k  1=2
and k(1;k)  k(2;k)isan integerm ultiple of. Let[1;2] [1;k;2;k]satisfy
k(1)  k(2)= . W e can assum e 2   1 to be arbitrarily sm allby choosing k
greatenough.Considering (2.1),and using thefactthatq isbounded,weconclude
thatN 2 + N 3 cannotchangeby m orethan a factorarbitrarily closeto one during




g(m ax)   g(m in);








































































Sincek(1;k)  k(2;k)correspondsto an integerm ultiple of,weconcludethat













However,theexpressionson thefarleftcan beassum ed to bearbitrarily sm all,and
theintegralofk can beassum ed to bearbitrarily sm all.W ehavea contradiction.
2
13. BianchiIX solutions
W erstprovethatthereisan -lim itpoint.Ifweassum ethatthereisno -lim it
point,wegettheconclusion thattheEuclideannorm kN kofthevector(N 1;N 2;N 3)
hasto convergeto innity,since(
; + ;  )isconstrained to belong to a com pact
setto the pastby Lem m a 3.3.In fact,Lem m a 3.3 yieldsm ore;itim pliesthattwo
N i haveto belargeatany given tim e.SincetheproductN 1N 2N 3 decaysaswego
backward,thethird N i hasto besm all.Soonerorlater,thetwo N i which arelarge
and theonewhich issm allhavetobexed,sincea’changingofroles’would require
two N i to be sm all,and thereby also the third by Lem m a 3.3,contradicting the
factthatkN k ! 1 . Therefore,one can assum e thattwo N i converge to innity,
and thatthe third convergesto zero.M oreprecisely we have.
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Lem m a 13.1. Considera BianchiIX solution.IfkN k! 1 ,we can,by applying
thesym m etriesto theequations,assum ethatN 2;N 3 ! 1 and N 1;N 1(N 2+ N 3)!
0.
Proof.Asin the vacuum case,see[16].2
Lem m a 13.2. A BianchiIX solution with 2=3<  < 2 hasan -lim itpoint.
Proof. Ifthe solution is ofTaub type,we already know thatitis true so assum e
not. W e assum e N 2; N 3 ! 1 ,since ifthis does not occur,there is an -lim it
pointby Lem m a 3.3 and Lem m a 13.1. By (2.4)we have 0+ < 0 if+ = 0 using
the constraint (assum ing N 2 + N 3 > 3N 1). Thus,there is a T such that if+
attainszero in   T,itwillbe non-negative to the past,and thusN2N 3 willbe
bounded to the pastsince + hasto be negativeforthe productto grow.Ifthere
isa sequence k !   1 such thatq(k)! 0,we can apply Lem m a 12.2 to arrive
ata contradiction.Thusthere isan S such that












The reason we consider this function is that the derivative is in a sense alm ost
negative,so that it alm ost increases as we go backward. O n the other hand,it
convergesto zero as  !   1 by our assum ptions. The lem m a follows from the











(1+ + )+ 4
p
















N 1(N 2 + N 3)+ 2
p
3N 1f  N 1N 2N 3f
for,say,  T0 S.Thus
Z
0
  1  N 1N 2N 3Z  1(13.4)
forall  T0.Sinceq  > 0 forall  T0 S by (13.1),weget
(N 1N 2N 3)() (N1N 2N 3)(T
0
)exp[3(   T0)]
for  T0.Inserting thisinequality in (13.4)wecan integrateto obtain





(N 1N 2N 3)(T
0
))> 0
for   T0. But Z  1() ! 0 as  !   1 by our assum ption,and we have a
contradiction.2
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C orollary 13.1. Consider a BianchiIX solution with 2=3<  < 2.Forall > 0,








for all  T.Furtherm ore
lim
!   1
(N 1N 2N 3)()= 0:
Proof. Asin the vacuum case,see [16]. The second partfollowsfrom Lem m a 5.2
and Lem m a 13.2.2
P roposition 13.1. A genericBianchiIX solution with 2=3<  < 2 hasan -lim it
pointon the Kasner circle.
Proof. O bserve thatby Lem m a 13.2 and Corollary 13.1,there isan -lim itpoint
oftype I,IIorVII0.
1.Firstwe prove thatwe can assum e the -lim itpointto be a type VII0 pointwith
N 1 = 0; 0 < N 2 = N 3; 
 = 0;    = 0 and + =   1.
a.Ifthereisan -lim itpointin F I,FII orFV II0,F isa lim itpoint,butthen there
isan -lim itpointon the K asnercircle,by Lem m a 4.2 and Proposition 8.1.
b. Assum e there isan -lim itpointin PV II0,orthatone ofP
+
i (II)isan -lim it
point. Then there isa lim itpointoftype IIwhich isnotP
+
i (II),by Lem m a 4.1,
and wecan assum eitdoesnotbelong to FII.W e thusgetan -lim itpointon the
K asnercircleby Proposition 9.1.
c. Considerthe com plem entofthe above. W e have an -lim itpointoftype I,II
orVII0 which isgenericorpossibly ofTaub type.Ifthe lim itpointisoftype Ior
II,wegetan -lim itpointon theK asnercircleby Proposition 8.1 and Proposition
9.1. Ifthe lim it pointis a non-Taub type VII0 point,we getan -lim it pointon
the K asner circle by Proposition 10.2. Assum e it is ofTaub type with   = 0,
N 2 = N 3.By Proposition 10.1,wecan assum ethatwehavean -lim itpointofthe
typem entioned.
2.W e constructan -lim itpointon the K asnercircle given an -lim itpointasin
1. Since the solution is not ofTaub type,we m ustleave a neighbourhood ofthe
point(+ ;  )= (  1;0).IfN 2 and N 3 evaluated atthe tim esweleavedo notgo
to innity,wearedone.Thereason isthatwecan choosetheneighbourhood to be
so sm allthat
 and N 1 decreaseexponentially in it,see (2.1).IfN 2(tk)orN 3(tk)
isbounded,wegeta vacuum BianchiVII0 -lim itpointwhich isnotofTaub-type
by choosing a suitable subsequence(ifwe geta type IorIIpointwe aredone,see
the above argum ents). By Proposition 10.2,we then getan -lim it point on the
K asnercircle.Thus,wecan assum etheexistenceofasequencetk !   1 such that
N 2(tk)and N 3(tk)go to innity.
Therearetwo problem swehaveto confront.FirstofallN 2 and N 3 haveto decay
from theirvaluesin tk in orderforusto getan -lim itpoint.Secondly,and m ore
im portantly,we need to see to itthatwe do notgetan -lim itpointofthe sam e
typewe started with.Letusdivide the situation into two cases.
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a.Assum ethatforeach tk thereisan sk  tk such that+ (sk)= 0.O bservethat






N 1(9N 1   3N 2   3N 3)
bytheconstraint(2.3),and (2.4).Thus,wecan assum ethatwehave3N 1  N 2+ N 3
in sk,sincethereisan -lim itpointwith  + =   1.Thustherem ustbean rk  tk
such that,atrk,eitherN 1 = N 2 < N 3,N 1 = N 3 < N 2 orN 1 < N 2,N 1 < N 3 and
3N 1  N 2 + N 3.O neofthesepossibilitiesm ustoccuran innite num beroftim es.
Thersttwo possibilitiesyield a typeIorIIlim itpoint,and thelasta typeIlim it
pointbecause,ofthefactthatN 1N 2N 3 ! 0 and Lem m a 3.3.Asabove,wegetan
-lim itpointon the K asnercircle.
b. Assum e there isa T such that+ ()< 0 forall  T. Then N1 ! 0,since
N 1(tk)! 0,and + < 0 im pliesthatN 1 ism onotone.Assum ethereisa sequence
k !   1 such thatN 2 orN 3 evaluated atitgoesto zero.Then wegetan  lim it
pointoftype IorII,a situation wem ay dealwith asabove.Thuswem ay assum e




  1  cN 1N 2N 3Z  1:
Ifthere is an S and a  > 0 such that q()   > 0 for all  S,we get a
contradiction asin the proofofLem m a 13.2,since (N 2N 3)(tk)! 1 . Thusthere
existsa sequence k !   1 such thatq(k)! 0. IfN 2(k) orN 3(k)containsa
bounded subsequence,we m ay refer to possibilities already handled. By Lem m a
12.2,weget+  0,a contradiction.2
14. C ontrol over the density parameter
The idea behind the m ain argum entisto use the existence ofan -lim itpointon
theK asnercircletoobtain acontradiction to theassum ption thatthesolution does
notconvergeto the closureofthe setofvacuum type IIpoints.The function
d = 
+ N 1N 2 + N 2N 3 + N 3N 1
isa m easureofthedistancefrom theattractor.W ecan considerd to bea function
of,ifwe evaluate it at a generic BianchiIX solution. Ifk !   1 yields the
-lim itpointon the K asnercircle,then d(k)! 0.Ifd doesnotconvergeto zero,
then it m ust grow from an arbitrarily sm allvalue up to som e xed num ber,say
 > 0,aswego backward.In thecontradiction argum ent,itisconvenientto know
that the growth occurs only in the sum ofproducts ofthe N i,and that during
the growth one can assum e 
 to be arbitrarily sm all. The following proposition
achievesthisgoal,assum ing issm allenough,which isnota restriction.Theproof
isto be found atthe end ofthissection.
P roposition 14.1. Considera BianchiIX solution with 2=3<  < 2.Thereexists
an  > 0 such thatif






(2) .Here c > 0 only depends on .
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The idea ofthe proofisthe following. Ifthe sum ofproductofthe N i and 
 are
sm all,the solution should behave in the following way. Ifallthe N i are sm all,
then we are close to the K asnercircle and 
 decaysexponentially. O ne ofthe N i
m ay becom elargealone,and then 
 increases,butitcan only belargefora short
period oftim e. Afterthatitm ustdecay untilsom e otherN i becom eslarge. But
thisprocessoftheN i changing rolestakesa long tim e,and m ostofitoccursclose
to the K asner circle,where 
 decays exponentially. Thus,
 m ay increase by a
certain factor,butafterthatitm ustdecay by a largerfactoruntilitcan increase
again,hence the result.Figure6 illustratesthe behaviour.







































Figure 6. Partofa type IX solution.
W edividetheproofintolem m as,and begin by m akingthestatem entthat
decays
exponentially closeto the K asnercirclem oreprecise.






































Next,we prove that ifthe N i allstay suciently sm allunder a condition as in
(14.1)and 
 startsoutsm all,then 
 willrem ain sm all.
Lem m a 14.2. Consider a Bianchi IX solution with 2=3 <  < 2. There is an







N 1N 2 + N 2N 3 + N 1N 3  (14.4)





E = f 2 [s1;s2]:t2 [;s2]) 
(t) 
(s 2)g:
Let 2 E, > s1.Therem ustbetwo N i,say N 2 and N 3,such thatN 2  
1=2 and
N 3  












  h 1 
1
8
(3 + 2)  4;
sothatassum ing sm allenough dependingonly on ,wehave
0()> 0,cf.(14.2).
Thusthere existsan s <  such thats 2 E. In otherwords,E isan open,closed,
and non-em pty subsetof[s1;s2],so thatE = [s1;s2].2
Thenextlem m a describesthe phaseduring which 
 m ay increase.
Lem m a 14.3. Consider a Bianchi IX solution with 2=3 <  < 2. There is an







N 1N 2 + N 2N 3 + N 1N 3  (14.6)
in [s1;s2],and 
(s2)  ,then s2   s1  c1; and 
(s)  c2;
(s2) for alls 2
[s1;s2],where c1; and c2; are positive constantsdepending on .








so thatN 1  
1=4 in [s1;s2]. Assum ing  < 1 we getNi  
1=2 in [s1;s2],i= 2;3.
Usethe constraint(2.3)to write
1  









wherejh1j 3 by (14.6).Thus,
1  
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1(2  + )+ h2
+ h 3;
wherejh3j 17 and jh2j 2 in [s1;s2].Leta = (6  3)=4.Then,


























4(s2  s1)  17(s2   s1):
Thisinequality contradictsthestatem entthats2   s1 m ay betaken equalto 4=a,
by choosing  sm allenough.W e conclude thats2   s1  4=a = c1;,and thatwe
m ay choosec2; = exp(16=a).2
Thefollowing lem m a dealswith thedecay in 
 thathasto follow an increase.The
idea isthatifN 1 ison the boundary between big and sm all,and itsderivative is
non-negativeata point,then itwilldecreaseaswe go backward,and the solution
willnotm ovefarfrom theK asnercircleuntiloneoftheotherN i hasbecom elarge.
Thattakesa long tim e and 
 willdecay.
Lem m a 14.4. Consider a BianchiIX solution such that2=3 <  < 2. There is
an  > 0 such thatif









(6  3); N 01(s2) 0
and 
(s2)  c2;,where c2; is the constant appearing in Lem m a 14.3, then 
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Proof.W ebegin by assum ingthat > 0 isa xed num ber.Astheproofprogresses,
wewillrestrictitto be sm allerthan a certain constantdepending on .W e could
spellitouthere,butpreferto add restrictionssuccessively.LetN 1  
1=4 in [t1;s2]
and N 1(t1)= 
1=4 ort1 = s1,in case N 1 doesnotattain 
1=4 in [s1;s2].Asin the
proofofLem m a 14.3,we conclude thatN i  
1=2,i= 2;3 in [t1;s2],and thatwe









; + ;  )haveto belong to the interiorofa paraboloid forN
0
1 to
be negative. Since N 01(s2) 0 we are on the boundary oroutside the paraboloid.









An outward pointing norm alisgiven by r g,wherethederivativesaretaken in the
order:
, + and   .Let




Let 2 E. By (14.11)we getq()< 2 and,aswe are also outside the interiorof
the paraboloid,+ () 1=2.For,and thereby 












) C   
1=2
;
where C only depends on . For sm allenough,the scalarproductis negative.
Thus,if(
(); + ();  ())ison thesurfaceoftheparaboloid,thesolution m oves
away from it as we go backward,so that N 01  0 in [s;]for som e s < . Ifwe
arealready outsidetheparaboloid,theexistenceofsuch an s isguaranteed by less
com plicated argum ents.Asin the proofofLem m a 14.2,we get
0> 0 for sm all
enough depending only on ,so that E is open,closed and non-em pty. Thus N1












  h 1 
1
8





  (2  )(s2  t1);(14.12)
by an argum entsim ilarto Lem m a 14.1,if issm allenough. W e can assum e  is
sm allenough thatthetim erequired forN 1 to decreaseto 
1=4 isgreatenough that
ift1 6= s1,then the conclusion ofthe lem m a followsby (14.12).2
Proof of Proposition 14.1. Assum e  is sm allenough that allthe conditions of
Lem m a 14.2-14.4 arefullled.W edividetheinterval[1;2]into suitablesubinter-









in 2 fori= 1;2;3,then we lett2 2 [1;2]be the sm allestm em berofthe interval
such that(14.13)holdsin allof[t2;2].O therwise,wechoset2 = 2.Eithert2 = 1
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or3N 21(t2)=4  (6  3)=8,by a suitable perm utation ofthe variables.Ift2 6= 1,
lett1 be the sm allestm em berof[1;t2]such that3N
2
1=4 (6  3)=8 in [t1;t2].
Because ofLem m a 14.2,
 decaysin [t2;2]. Ift2 = 1,we are done;letc = 1.
O therwise,we apply Lem m a 14.3 to the interval[t1;t2]to conclude that 
() 
c2;
(2) in [t1;2]. Ift1 = 1,we can choose c = c2;. O therwise,we apply
Lem m a 14.4 to [1;t1]. Either 
 decays untilwe have reached 1,or there is a
points1 2 [1;t1]such that
(s1) 
(2)=2.By the proofofLem m a 14.4,wecan
assum ethat2   s1  1;som e tim e hasto elapseforthe decay to takeplace.
G iven an interval[1;2]asin thestatem entoftheproposition,therearethustwo
possibilities. Either 
()  c2;
(2) for all 2 [1;2]or we can construct an





 2 [s1;2].Ifthe second possibility isthe onethatoccurs,wecan apply the sam e
argum entto [1;s1],and by repeated application,the proposition follows.2
C orollary 14.1. Consider a BianchiIX solution with 2=3<  < 2.If
lim
!   1
(N 1N 2 + N 2N 3 + N 1N 3)= 0






15. G eneric attractor for BianchiIX solutions
In thissection,we prove thatfora generic BianchiIX solution,the closure ofthe





+ N 1N 2 + N 2N 3 + N 1N 3)= 0;
sincethen wem ay foreach  > 0 choosea T such thatatleasttwo oftheNi and 

m ustbe lessthan  for  T.The starting pointisthe existence ofa lim itpoint
on the K asnercircle fora generic solution,given by Proposition 13.1.Since there
issuch a lim itpoint,there isa sequencek !   1 such thatN i(k)and 
(k)go
to zero.If
h = N 1N 2 + N 2N 3 + N 1N 3(15.1)
does not converge to zero,it m ust thus grow from an arbitrarily sm allvalue up
to som e . By choosing  so that Proposition 14.1 is applicable,we have control
over 
. A few argum ents yield the conclusion that we m ay assum e that it is
the product N 2N 3 that grows,and that the growth occurs close to the special
point (+ ;  ) = (  1;0). Close to this point,
,N 1 and N 1(N 2 + N 3) decay
exponentially, so as far as intuition goes, we m ay equate them with zero. W e
thushave a BianchiVII0 vacuum solution close to the specialpoint(  1;0). The
behaviourofN 2N 3 willbe oscillatory,and we m ay reduce the problem to one in
which the product behaves essentially as a sine wave. However,by doing som e
technicalestim ates,onem ay seethatone goesdown going from top to top during
the oscillation,and thatthatcontradictsthe assum ed growth.Figure7 illustrates
the behaviour.Itisa sim ulation ofpartofa BianchiVII0 vacuum solution.
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Figure 7. Partofa BianchiVII0 vacuum solution.
W ebegin by rewriting thesolutionsin a form thatm akestheoscillatory behaviour
apparent.Considera non Taub-NUT BianchiIX solution in an intervalsuch that














Thereason why these expressionsarenaturalto consideristhat,forreasonsm en-
tioned above,N 1,
 and so forth m ay be considered to be zero. In the situation
we willneed to considerN 2   N 3 and   willhave m uch greaterderivativesthan
+ ,so thatitisnaturalto consider~x and ~y assineand cosine,sincetheconstraint
essentially says ~x2 + ~y2 = 1.Let
g =   3(N 2 + N 3)  2(1+ + )~x~y = g1 + g2:(15.4)
In ourapplications,g1 willessentially be constant,and g2 willessentially be zero.
Lem m a 15.1. The vector ~x = (~x;~y)t satises
~x
0
= A ~x + ;
where A is dened as in (12.1), with g as in (15.4) and  = (x;y)
t,where the
com ponentsare given by (15.5) and (15.6).
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Theerrorterm sare
x = 3N 1~y+ (
9
2


















































It is clear that ifwe have a vacuum type VII0 solution,x = y = 0,so that we
m ay write ~x = (sin(());cos(())),where isasin (12.2).In oursituation,there
isan errorterm ,butby theexponentialdecay m entioned above,itonly m akesthe
technicaldetailssom ewhatlonger.
W e begin by proving that we can assum e that the growth occurs in the product
N 2N 3,and that
 can beassum ed to benegligibleduring thegrowth.W ealso put
boundson + .They constituteastarting pointforfurtherrestrictions.Thevalues
ofcertain constantshavebeen chosen forfuture convenience.
The lem m a below is form ulated to handle m ore generalsituations than the one
above.O nereason being the desireto proveuniform convergenceto the attractor.
W e willuse the term inology thatifx constitutes initialdata for(2.1)-(2.3),then
+ (;x) and so on willdenote the solution ofthe equations with initialvalue x
evaluated at ,assum ing that  belongs to the existence interval. W e willuse
(;x)to sum m arizeallthevariables.Thegoalofthissection isto provethatthe
conditionsofthe lem m a below areneverm et.
Lem m a 15.2. Let2=3<  < 2.Considera sequence xl ofBianchiIX initialdata
with allN i > 0 and two sequencessl l ofrealnum bers,belongingto theexistence




where d = 
+ N 1N 2 + N 2N 3 + N 1N 3,and
h(sl;xl) (15.8)
forsom e > 0 independentofl.Then thereisan  > 0 and a k0,such thatforeach
k  k0 there is an lk,a sym m etry operation on ( ;xlk ),and an interval[uk;vk]
belonging to the existence intervalof( ;xlk ),such thatthe transform ed variables
satisfy
(N 2N 3)(uk;xlk )= ; (N2N 3)(vk;xlk ) e
  20k
; e
  20k  1  (N 2N 3)(;xlk ) 
N 1(;xlk )  exp(  30k)and 2  N2(;xlk ); N 3(;xlk )  exp(  25k)(15.9)
for  2 [uk;vk].Furtherm ore

( ;xlk ) e
  13k
and   1< + ( ;xlk ) 0(15.10)
in [uk;vk].
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Rem ark.O bservethatforthem ain application ofthislem m a,thesequencexl will
be independentofl.
Proof. By (15.7) and (15.8),there is an  > 0 such that for every k there is a
suitablelk and uk  vk with [uk;vk] [slk ;lk ]such that
e
  20k  1
  h(;xlk ) 2(15.11)
h(uk;xlk )= 2,h(vk;xlk )= exp(  20k  1) where 2 [uk;vk].W ecan alsoassum e
that
h(;xlk ) 2(15.12)
forall 2 [uk;lk ].Furtherm ore,wecan assum e
(N 1N 2N 3)( ;xlk ) 
2
exp(  50k  1)=4(15.13)
in [uk;lk ].Thereason isthatd(l;xl)convergesto zero,so that(N 1N 2N 3)(l;xl)
also convergesto zero. Consequently,we can assum e (N 1N 2N 3)(lk ;xlk )to be as
sm allas we wish,and thus we get (15.13) by the m onotonicity ofthe product.
Since we m ay assum e 
(lk ;xlk ) to be arbitrarily sm allby (15.7),we m ay apply
Proposition 14.1 in [uk;lk ]by (15.12),choosing  sm allenough. Thus we m ay
assum e
  exp(  13k)in [u k;vk].From now on,weconsiderthesolution ( ;xlk )
in theinterval[uk;lk ]and only usetheobservationsabove.To avoid cum bersom e
notation,we willom itreference to the evaluation atxlk . By (15.11)and (15.13),
wehavein [uk;vk]
e









































Ata given  2 [uk;vk],one N i,say N 1,m ustbe sm allerthan  exp(  30k). Ifthe
second sm allestis sm allerthan  exp(  25k),the largestcannotbe biggerthan 2,
by Lem m a 3.3,butthatwillcontradicth   exp(  20k   1)ifk isgreatenough.
Thus,ifN 1 is the sm allestN i for one ,it is alwaysthe sm allest. W e m ay thus
assum e
N 1   exp(  30k)and N2; N 3   exp(  25k)
in [uk;vk].If issm allenough,wecan assum eN2;N 3  2 by Lem m a 3.3.Thus,
e
  20k  1
   4e  30k  N 2N 3  2 + 4e
  30k
:
W e m ay shiftuk by adding a positive num berto itso that
(N 2N 3)(uk)=  and (N2N 3)() (15.14)
for 2 [uk;vk].W e m ay also shiftvk in the negativedirection to achieve




(vk)< 0 and (N 2N 3)() e
  20k  1
for 2 [uk;vk].The condition on the derivativeisthereto getcontrolon + .
W e now establish rough controlof+ . Since (N 2N 3)
0(vk)< 0,  1 < + (vk)< 0.
Due to (15.9),(2.4)and the constraint,0+ < 0 if+ = 0 or+ =   1. In other
words,+ (wk)= 0 im plies+  0 in [uk;wk]. Butifuk < wk then + (uk)> 0
so that (N 2N 3)(uk) < (N 2N 3)(wk), contradicting the construction as stated in
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Table 2. Subdivision ofthe intervalofgrowth.
Interval Bound on r
[k;k]   4k  r   2k
[k;k]   4k  r   2k
[k;rk]   4k  r
[rk;vk]   k  r
(15.14).W e thushave +  0 in [uk;vk].W e also have  1 < + in thatinterval.
2
Below,wewillom itreferencetotheevaluationatxlk toavoidcum bersom enotation,






Here we m ean q(s;xlk ) when we write q,and sim ilarly for + . O bserve that r
dependson k,butthatwe om itreferenceto thisdependence.Allthe inform ation
concerning thegrowth ofN 2N 3 iscontained in r,see(2.1),and thisintegralwillbe
ourm ain objectofstudy ratherthan theproductN 2N 3.Let[uk;vk]bean interval
asin Lem m a 15.2.Since
(N 2N 3)(vk)= e
4r(uk )(N 2N 3)(uk);
we have r(uk)   5k. Letuk  k  k  k  rk  vk. Starting atuk,let k
be the lastpointr=   4k,so thatr   4k in [k;vk].Furtherm ore,letr   k in
[rk;vk]and nally,assum er   2k in [k;k].W ealso assum ethatr evaluated at
rk,k,k and k is  k,  2k,  3k and   4k respectively.SeeTable15.W hy? The
intervalwewillwork with in the end is[k;k],butthe otherintervalsareused to
getcontrolofthe variablesthere. Firstofall,we wantto getcontrolof+ ,and
theinterval[uk;k]togetherwith theadditionaldem and on k servesthatpurpose.
Theintervalsatthe otherend,togetherwith theassociated dem ands,arethereto
yield usa quantitativestatem entoftheintuitiveidea that
 and N 1 arenegligible
relative to the other expressions ofinterest. Finally,we need to get quantitative
boundsrelatingthedierentvariables;aswasm entioned earlier,them ain ideaisto
provethatN 2N 3 oscillates,butthatitdecreasesduring a period.In orderto prove
thedecrease,weneed to havecontrolovertherelativesizesofdierentexpressions,
and [k;k]isused to achievethe desired estim ates.
From thispointuntilthestatem entofTheorem 15.1,wewillassum ethatthecondi-
tionsofLem m a 15.2 arefullled.W ewillusetheconsequencesofthisassum ption,
asstated above,freely.
W e im prove the controlof+ . Let us rst give an intuitive argum ent. O bserve
that under the presentcircum stances,the solution is approxim ated by a Bianchi
VII0 vacuum solution. For such a solution,the function Z  1,dened in (13.2),
is m onotone increasing going backwards. According to the BianchiVII0 vacuum
constraint,Z  1 isproportionalto (1  
2
+ )=N 2N 3. However,we know thatN 2N 3
hasto increase by a factorofe20k going from vk to uk,and consequently 1  
2
+
hasto increaseby an even largerfactor.The only way thiscan occur,isifa large
partofthe growth in N 2N 3 occurswhen + isvery close to   1. Taking thisinto
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account,weseethattherelevantvariation in 1  2+ = (1  + )(1+ + )occursin
thefactor1+ + .Below,wewillusethefunction (1+ + )=N 2N 3 instead ofZ  1.
Letusbegin by considering the vacuum case,in orderto see the idea behind the







in oursituation,cf.Lem m a 15.3 and (15.10).For 2 [k;vk]we get





Letus m ake som e observationsbefore we turn to the non-vacuum case. Firstwe
analyze the derivative of(1 + + )=N 2N 3 in general. The estim ates (15.16) and
(15.17)willin factbe im portantthroughoutthissection.
























in the interval[uk;vk]for k large enough.
Rem ark. O bserve that 1 + + > 0 in [uk;vk]by (15.10),so that the rst term






= [  (2  2











N 1(N 1   N 2   N 3)  (2q+ 4+ )(1+ + )](N 2N 3)
  1
:
Considerthe num eratorofthe righthand side.Theterm involving theN i hasthe
rightsign by (15.9),and the term snotinvolving 
 add up to the rstterm ofthe












  (3   2)














proving (15.16). To prove (15.17),we observe thatby the constraintand the fact
that0 < 1+ +  1 in the intervalofinterest,we have
  (2  2
  2 2+   2
2
 
)(+ + 1) 3N 1(N 2 + N 3)(1+ + ) 3N 1(N 2 + N 3):
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by (15.9)and (15.10)ifk islargeenough,proving (15.17).2
In thevacuum case,+ ism onotonein oursituation,see(15.17),butin thegeneral
casewe havethe following weakerresult.








(1+ + (t))  







where = 3(2  )=2,see the proofofLem m a 14.1.Thus,

(u) 
(t)exp[ (u   t)]
forallu 2 [s;t].Integrating (15.17)we get(15.18).2
In connection with (15.16),the following lem m a isofinterest.












Proof.Ifthesolution isofvacuum typethelem m afollows,soassum e
 > 0.Letus
rstprovethat(1+  + (u))
3  ek
()foru 2 [uk;].Assum ethereisan s2 [uk;]
such thatthe reverseinequality holds.Then there isa twith   t s,such that
(1+ + )
3  e3k














However,by theproofofLem m a 15.2,Proposition 14.1 isapplicablein any subin-
tervalof[uk;vk],so that
(t) c













which isim possiblefork largeenough.
















wherec istheconstantappearingin thestatem entofProposition 14.1.Thelem m a
follows.2
W e now provethatwe havecontrolover1+ + in [k;vk].
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Lem m a 15.6. Letk and vk be asabove. Then for k large enough,




Proof.Assum e 1+ + () e
  k forsom e 2 [k;vk].Becauseof(15.10),wethen

















(N 2N 3)()= e





3k  1+ + (uk) 1:
Thelem m a follows.2





+ (1+ + )
2  4e  k
in [k;vk].
Proof.By (15.9),wehave
N 1(N 2 + N 3) 4e
  30k





 1  2+ +
3
2
N 1(N 2 + N 3) 3e
  k
in [k;vk],fork largeenough.The corollary followsusing Lem m a 15.6.2
The nextthing to prove isthatN 1 and 
 are sm allcom pared with 1+  + . The
factthatr(rk)=   k willim ply thattheintegralof1+ + islarge,butif1+ + is
com parablewith N 1 or
,itcannotbe largesinceN 1 and 
 decay exponentially.
Thereason (1+ + )
9 appearsin the estim ate(15.21)below isthatthe nalargu-
m entwillconsistofan estim ateofan integralup to ’orderofm agnitude’.Expres-
sionsoftheform (1+ + )
n and (1+ + )
m =(N 2 + N 3)
l willwilldenewhatis’big’
and ’sm all’,and here we see to itthatterm sinvolving 
 and N 1 are negligible in
thisorderofm agnitudecalculus.Finally,the factorexp(  3k)istherein orderfor
us to be able to ignore possible factorsm ultiplying expressionsinvolving N 1 and

.W e only turn up the num berk and changeexp(  3k)to exp(  2k)to elim inate
constantswedo notwantto think about;consider(15.5)and (15.6).
Lem m a 15.7. Letk and k be asabove. Then for k large enough,

+ N 1 + N 1(N 2 + N 3) e
  3k
e
3b (  vk )(1+ + )
9
(15.21)
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+ + + )d 
Z vk
rk








+ N 1 + N 1(N 2 + N 3):








4b (  vk )




b (  vk )  e3ke  3b (  vk )1():
Theassum ption that(1+ + )
9  2 in [rk;vk]contradicts(15.23).Thustherem ust
be a t0 2 [rk;vk]such that (1+ + (t0))
9  2(t0). In the vacuum case,1+ +
increasesaswe go backward,and 2 obviously decreases,and thuswe are in that
case able to conclude (1+ + )
9  2 in [k;rk]. In the generalcase,we observe
that(1+ + (t0))
3  e3k














(1+ + (t0)) e
4k
(1+ + (t0)):
Consequently,we willhave(1+ + ())
9  2(),since1+ + hasincreased from
itsvalue att0 and 2 hasdecreased.The lem m a follows.2
Next we establish a relation between 1 + + and the product N 2N 3. W e prove
that (1+ + )=(N 2N 3) can be chosen arbitrarily sm allin the interval[k;k],by
estim ating itin k,and then com paring the integralof1+ + from k to k with
the integralof2
 
over the sam e interval. The following lem m a is the starting
point.
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should be com parable with 1+ +
when N 2   N 3 and   oscillate,and thusthe integralshould be com parablewith
k,cf.(15.23).However,wehaveto work outthe technicaldetails.
W ecarryoutthecom parisonbetween theintegralsin threesteps.First,weestim ate
theerrorcom m itted in viewing ~x and ~yin (15.2)and (15.3)assineand cosine.Then





m ultiplied by som e function f() by changing variables. In order to m ake the
com parison,we need to estim ate the variation off during a period: the second
step. The only expressions involved are 1 + + and N 2 + N 3. The third step
consists ofm aking the com parison,using the inform ation obtained in the earlier
steps.
Let~x,~y,g,g1 and g2 bedened asin (15.2)-(15.4),and ,x and y bedened asin
the statem entofLem m a 12.1,with 0 replaced by k and 0 by k.O bservethat
x,y and  in factdepend on k.W e need to com parex with ~x.
Lem m a 15.9. Letk and k be asabove. Then for k large enough,
j2
 
  (1  2+ )x




j1  (~x2 + ~y2)j e  k(15.26)
and













N 1(N 2 + N 3) 
3
4





 e  2k(1+ + (k))
8
(15.28)







3b (s  vk )
for k large enough. Let us estim ate how m uch 1 + + m ay decrease as we go





(2  )e  3ke3b (  vk )(1+ + )
9
;
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so thatif[s;t] [k;k],
1+ + (t) exp(exp(  2k))(1+ + (s));(15.29)
fork largeenough.Thus,for  k,we get
Z k

k(s)kds e  2k(1+ + ())
8
:(15.30)
By (12.4),(15.30),(15.29)and (15.28),we thushave







in [k;k],and (15.27)follows.Since jxj 1 and j~xj 1:1,cf.(15.26),we have






  (1  2+ )x








where g =   3(N 2 + N 3)  2(1+ + )~x~y = g1 + g2.The reason we study  instead
of isthatthe trigonom etric expression we willbe interested in issin
2
(),which
hasa period oflength ,cf.Lem m a 15.9.In theproofofLem m a 15.10,itisshown
that,in the interval[k;k],therstterm appearing in g ism uch greaterthan the
second.W ecan thusconsiderfunctionsof in theinterval[k;k]tobefunctionsof
.W ewillm ainly beinterested in considering an interval[0;0 + 2]ata tim e,so
thatwe willonly need to estim ate the variation ofthe relevantexpressionsduring
onesuch period.
Lem m a 15.10. Let1;k = (k) and 2;k = (k). If[1;1 + 2] [1;k;2;k]
and a;b 2 [1;1 + 2],then for k large enough
e
  6= 
(N 2 + N 3)(a)










Proof.BecauseofLem m a 15.8,
1+ +
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in theinterval[k;k].By (15.26)wem ayassum e~x
2+ ~y2  2in [k;k].Com bining
this factwith (15.35)yields (15.34)in [k;k]. Thus,d=d < 0 in thatinterval.
W e have
j





((q+ 2+ )(N 2 + N 3)+ 2
p









+ + j+ 2
j~x~yj
jgj
(1  2+ ) 6(1+ + )+ 8
1+ +





N 2 + N 3




N 2 + N 3
+ 8
1+ +











in [k;k]fork large,by Lem m a 15.8 and (15.35).IfN 2 + N 3 hasa m axim um in
m ax 2 [1;1 + 2]and a m inim um in m in,weget
(N 2 + N 3)(m ax)
(N 2 + N 3)(m in)
 e6=;









  2)(1+ + )+ f1;






j 2(1  2+ )(1+ ~x
2









N 2 + N 3
;(15.36)
so that(15.33)holdsifk isbig enough and ja   bj 2 by (15.35).2








in [k;k]where c > 0.




























  (1  2+ )x
2
  g
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by (15.25). Consideran interval[1;1 + 2]. Estim ate,letting a and b be the
























































wherewehaveused (15.32),(15.33)and (15.34).Assum ing,withoutlossofgener-













































fork largeenough and the lem m a followsfrom (15.24).2
Thefollowingcorollarysum m arizestheestim atesthatm aketheorderofm agnitude
calculuswelldened.
C orollary 15.2. Letk and k be asabove. Then
1+ +








N 2 + N 3
 e  2k(15.38)
and
1  e  2k 
g
g1
 1+ e  2k(15.39)
in [k;k]for k large enough.
Proof.O bservethatby Lem m a 15.11,
1+ +





















  ck  ;e  2k





3(N 2 + N 3)
:
By (15.26)and the aboveestim ates,weget(15.39)fork largeenough.2
Theintervalwewillworkwith from now on is[k;k].Let bedened asin (15.31),
butdene 1;k = (k)and 2;k = (k).W e need to im provethe estim atesofthe
variation of1+ + and N 2 + N 3 during a period contained in [1;k;2;k].
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Lem m a 15.12. Consider an intervalI = [1;1 + 2] [1;k;2;k],where 1;k =
(k)and 2;k = (k).Leta and b correspond to the m ax and m in of1+ + in
I,and letm ax and m in correspond to the m ax and m in ofN 2 + N 3 in the sam e
interval.Then,
j+ (b)  + (a)j
40(1+ + (b))
2
(N 2 + N 3)(m ax)
(15.40)
and
(N 2 + N 3)(m ax)













N 2 + N 3
:
By (15.38)we conclude that(1+ + (a))=(1+ + (b))can be chosen to be arbi-
trarily closeto one by choosing k largeenough.Now,
1
N 2 + N 3




N 2 + N 3
1
2g





N 2 + N 3
1
2g
((q+ 2+ )(N 2 + N 3)+ 2
p










N 2 + N 3







Equation (15.41)follows,and the relative variation ofN 2 + N 3 during one period
can be chosen arbitrarily sm all.Finally,







(N 2 + N 3)(m in)
by (15.36)and the above observations. W e m ay also change m in to m ax at the
costofincreasing the constant.2
Ashasbeen stated earlier,the goalofthissection isto prove thatthe conditions
ofLem m a 15.2 are never m et. W e do this by deducing a contradiction from the
consequencesofthatlem m a.O n theonehand,wehavea rough pictureofhow the
solution behavesin [k;k]by Lem m a 15.9,Lem m a 15.12 and Corollary 15.2.O n








+  2+ + 
2
 










W ewilluseourknowledgeofthebehaviourofthesolution in [k;k]to provethat
(15.42)isfalse.O bservethat1;k < 2;k,and thatthecontribution from oneperiod
is negligible,cf. Corollary 15.2. Also,k ! 0 as k ! 1 so that we m ay ignore
it. W e willprove thatfork greatenough,the integralof(2+ + 
2
 
+ + )=(  2g)
over a suitably chosen period is positive. From here on,we consider an interval
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[1;1 + 2]which,excepting intervalsoflength lessthan a period ateach end of
[1;k;2;k],we can assum e to be ofthe form [  =2;3=2]. There is however one
thing that should be kept in m ind;when translating the -variable by 2m  the
-variable is translated by m . In other words,there is a sign involved,and in
orderto keep track ofit we write out the details. By the above observations we
have.
Lem m a 15.13. For each k there are integersm 1;k and m 2;k such that
  k = k +
Z 3=2+ 2m 2;k 







where k ! 0 ask ! 1 ,and
1;k    =2+ 2m 1;k  1;k + 2; 2;k   2  3=2+ 2m 2;k  2;k:
Considernow an interval
[  =2+ 2m ;3=2+ 2m ] [  =2+ 2m1;k;3=2+ 2m 2;k];
wherem isan integer,and m akethe substitution





















(1+ + )((1+ + )  (1  + )cos~):
Thisexpression isthe relevantpartofthe num eratorofthe integrand in the right
hand side of (15.43). There is a drift term yielding a positive contribution to
the integral,but the oscillatory term is arbitrarily m uch greaterby Lem m a 15.6.
The interval[  =2;3=2]was not chosen at random . By considering the above
expression,one concludesthatthe oscillatory term isnegative in [  =2;=2]and
positive in [=2;3=2]. Asfarasobtaining a contradiction goes,the rstinterval
isthusbad and the second good. In orderto estim ate the integralovera period,
the naturalthing to do isthen to m ake a substitution in the interval[=2;3=2],
so thatitbecom esan integralovertheinterval[  =2;=2].Itisthen im portantto
know how thedierentexpressionsvary with .W ewillprovea lem m a sayingthat
+ roughly increaseswith ,and itwillturn outto beusefulthat+ isgreaterin
the good partthan in the bad.Let
J =
Z 3=2+ 2m 











(1+ + (~ + 2m ))
2







(1  2+ (~ + 2m ))cos~







(~ + 2m )  (1  + (~ + 2m ))
2x2(~ + 2m )
  2g(~ + 2m )
d~ = J1 + J2 + J3:
Ifwe can prove that J is positive regardless ofm we are done,since J positive
contradicts(15.43).The integralJ1 ispositive,and because the relative variation
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N 2 + N 3
:(15.45)
Ifnegativeterm sin J2 and J3 ofthe ordersofm agnitude
(1+ + )
3






(N 2 + N 3)
3
(15.47)
occur,wem ay ignorethem by (15.38)and (15.37).By (15.25),J3 m ay beignored.
O bservethatthelargestintegrand istheoneappearingin J2.However,itoscillates.
Considering (15.44),onecan seethatwriting outargum entssuch as ~ + 2m  does
notm akethingsallthatm uch clearer.Forthatreason,weintroducethe following
convention.
C onvention 15.1. By + (~) and + (  ~ + ),we willm ean + (~ + 2m ) and
+ (  ~ +  + 2m )respectively,and sim ilarly forallexpressionsin thevariablesof
W ainwrightand Hsu.However,trigonom etricexpressionsshould beread asstated.
Thuscos(~=2)m eansjustthatand notcos(~=2+ m ).



















(N 2 + N 3)
3
;
fork large enough,where C1 and C2 are positive constantsindependentofk. W e
writeI . 0.Thedenition ofI & 0 issim ilar.W ealso denetheconceptsim ilarly
ifthe intervalofintegration isdierent.
W ewillusethesam eterm inology m oregenerally in inequalitiesbetween functions,
ifthose inequalities,when inserted into the proper integrals,yield inequalities in
thesenseofthe denition above.W e willwrite iftheerrorisofnegligibleorder
ofm agnitude.
Lem m a 15.14. IfJ2 as dened above satises J2 & 0,then J isnon-negative for
k large enough.




















(N 2 + N 3)
3
)d~+










By Corollary 15.2,Lem m a 15.12 and (15.25),weconcludethatfork largeenough,
J ispositive.2
Thefollowing lem m a saysthat+ alm ostincreaseswith ~.
Lem m a 15.15. Let  =2 ~a  ~b  3=2.Then
+ (~b)  + (~a)   (1+ + (~m in))
8
;


























(1+ + (~m in))
8
:
Thelem m a follows.2

















(+ (3=2)  + )(1+ + )
  4g
cos~d~+






Therstintegralisnegligibleby (15.40).The lem m a follows.2




(1+ + (~))(g1(~)  g1(  ~ + ))
g(~)g(  ~ + )
cos~d~
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1+ + (   + )
  g(   + )
cos(   + )(  d)=  
Z =2
  =2
1+ + (   + )










1+ + (  ~ + )






(1+ + (  ~ + ))g(~)  (1+ + (~))g(  ~ + )
g(~)g(  ~ + )
cos~d~:
But
(1+ + (  ~ + ))g(~). (1+ + (~))g(~);




(1+ + (~))(g(~)  g(  ~ + ))
g(~)g(  ~ + )
cos~d~:(15.48)
Now,
g(~)  g(  ~ + )= g1(~)  g1(  ~ + )+ g2(~)  g2(  ~ + );
butsince 2xy = sin ~ and the errorcom m itted in replacing ~x with x and ~y with y
isnegligibleby (15.27),wehave
g2(~)  g2(  ~ + )   (1+ + (~))sin ~ + (1+ + (  ~ + ))sin(  ~ + )=
= (+ (  ~ + ))  + (~))sin ~:
Thecorresponding contribution to theintegralm ay consequently beneglected;the




(1+ + (~))(g1(~)  g1(  ~ + ))
g(~)g(  ~ + )
cos~d~
satisesI1 . 0,then I . 0 by (15.48),so thatthelem m a followsby Lem m a 15.16.
2
Let
h1(~)= g1(~)  g1(  ~ + ):
W e estim ateh1 by estim ating the derivative.W e haveh1(=2)= 0.








1  2+ (  ~ + )



















((q+ 2+ )(N 2 + N 3)+ 2
p
3  (N 2   N 3))=










  (N 2   N 3)
g
:
O bservethatx and y aretrigonom etricexpressions,and that
2x(~ + 2m )y(~ + 2m )= 2sin(~=2+ m )cos(~=2+ m )= sin ~:
W e have
p
3  (N 2   N 3) 2(1  
2

























3(1  2+ )sin ~
g
:
Them iddle term and allterm sinvolving 






(~)+ + (~)+ 
2
+ (  ~ + )+ 
2
 
(  ~ + )+ + (  ~ + )




(~=2+ m )  1=2)+
1
2
(1  2+ (~))+ + (~)+
+ 
2
+ (  ~ + )+ (1  
2
+ (  ~ + ))(cos
2
(~=2+ m )  1=2)+
1
2
(1  2+ (  ~ + ))+








(1+ + (  ~ + ))
2
+
+ (1  2+ (~))(sin
2
(~=2)  1=2)+ (1  2+ (  ~ + ))(cos
2
(~=2)  1=2):
Therstequality isa consequenceof(15.25).Dueto thefactthat~ 2 [  =2;=2],
we have cos2(~=2)  1=2  0. Since   ~ +   ~ and + increases with ~ up to
orderofm agnitude according to Lem m a 15.15,we have











(1+ + (  ~ + ))
2
+ (1  2+ (~))(sin
2
(~=2)  1=2)+










(1+ + (  ~ + ))
2
+
+ (1  2+ (~))(sin
2
(~=2)  1=2)+ (1  2+ (~))(cos
2
(~=2)  1=2) 0:
In otherwords,wehave(15.49).Heretheim portanceofthefactthat+ isgreater
in the good partthan in the bad becom esapparent.2
Lem m a 15.19. LetI1 be dened asabove. Then I1 . 0.
Proof. Let ~m ax and ~m in correspond to the m ax and m in of  g in the interval
[  =2;3=2],and let~a and ~b correspond to them ax and m in of+ ,in thesam e
interval.O bservethatfor ~ 2 [  =2;3=2],wehave
1  2+ (~a) 1  
2
+ (~) 1  
2
+ (~b):
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d~ .   a1 cos~
in the interval[0;=2].Now considerthe interval[  =2;0].W e have
dh1
d~







d~ .   a1 + a2(1  cos~)
in the interval[  =2;0].Estim ate
Z =2
0
(1+ + (~))(g1(~)  g1(  ~ + ))
























W e also estim ate
Z 0
  =2
(1+ + (~))(g1(~)  g1(  ~ + ))






g(~)g(  ~ + )










g(~)g(  ~ + )
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Adding up,we concludethat




which isnegativefork largeenough by (15.50).ThusI1 . 0.2
T heorem 15.1. The conditionsofLem m a 15.2 are never m et.
Proof.Iftheconditionsarem et,then Lem m a15.13follows,and alsothatitisfalse,
by Lem m as15.19,15.17,15.14 and (15.44).2
C orollary 15.3. Let2=3 <  < 2. For every  > 0 there is a  > 0 such thatifx
constitutesBianchiIX initialdata for (2.1)-(2.3) and
inf
y2A





for all  0,where  isthe ow of(2.1)-(2.3).




forsom esl 0.Letl= 0.Sinced(l;xl)! 0and wecan assum e issm allenough
thatProposition 14.1 isapplicable,there m ustbe an  > 0 such thath(sl;xl)> 
forllargeenough,contradicting Theorem 15.1.2




+ N 1N 2 + N 2N 3 + N 1N 3)= 0:
Proof. If h does not converge to zero,then the conditions of Lem m a 15.2 are
m et,since there fora generic solution isan -lim itpointon the K asnercircle by
Proposition 13.1.Corollary 14.1 then yieldsthe desired conclusion.2
LetA be the setofvacuum type Iand IIpointsasin Denition 1.6.By Corollary
15.4,a generictype IX solution with 2=3<  < 2 convergesto A .
C orollary 15.5. Let2=3 <  < 2. The closure ofFIX and the closure ofPIX do
notintersectA . Furtherm ore,the setofgeneric BianchiIX points is open in the
setofBianchiIX points.
Rem ark.Theclosureofthe Taub typeIX pointsdoesintersectA .
Proof. Assum e there is a sequence xl 2 FIX such that xl ! x 2 A . Let l = 0.
O bservethatthen d(xl;l)! 0.By Theorem 15.1,there isforeach  > 0 and for
each L an l L such thath(;xl)  for  l= 0.By choosing L largeenough,
we can assum e 
(l;xl) to be arbitrarily sm alland by choosing  sm allenough,
we can assum e thatProposition 14.1 is applicable. Consequently,we can assum e

(;xl) to be as sm allas we wish for  2 (  1 ;l],contradicting the fact that
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Considernow a generic pointx in the setofBianchiIX points. There isa neigh-
bourhood ofx that does not intersectthe Taub points. Let us prove the sim ilar
statem entforFIX and PIX .Assum ethereisa sequencexl2 FIX such thatxl! x.
Foreach  > 0 there isa T  0 such thatd(T;(T;x)) =2,by Corollary 15.4.
By continuity ofthe ow and the function d,we conclude thatforllarge enough
we have d(T;(T;x l))  . Since (T;xl) 2 FIX ,we get a contradiction to the
rstpartofthe lem m a. Thus,there isan open neighbourhood ofx thatdoesnot
intersectFIX .The argum entforPIX issim ilar.2
C orollary 15.6. Let2=3 <  < 2. The closure ofFV II0 and the closure ofPV II0
do notintersectA . Furtherm ore,the generic BianchiVII0 points are open in the
setofBianchiVII0 points.
Proof.Theargum entprovingtherstpartisasin theBianchiIX case,onceonehas
checked thatanaloguesofProposition 14.1 and Theorem 15.1 hold in the Bianchi
VII0 case.Thesecond partthen followsasin theBianchiIX case,usingProposition
10.2.2
16. R egularity of the set of non-generic points
O bserve thatthe constraint(2.3)togetherwith the additionalassum ption 
  0
denes a 5-dim ensionalsubm anifold ofR 6 which has a 4-dim ensionalboundary
given by the vacuum points.W e havethe following.
T heorem 16.1. Let2=3<  < 2.The setsFII;FV II0,FIX ,PV II0 and PIX are C
1
subm anifolds ofR6 ofdim ensions 1,2,3,1 and 2 respectively.
W e prove this theorem at the end ofthis section. The idea is as follows. The
only obstruction to e. g. FII being a C
1 subm anifold,isifthere isan open setO
containing F and a sequence xk 2 FII such thatxk ! F ,buteach xk hasto leave
O before itcan convergeto F .Ifthere issuch a sequence,we produce a sequence
yk 2 FII such that the distance from yk to A converges to zero,contradicting
Lem m a 9.1.The argum entissim ilarin the othercases.
W ewillneed som eresultsfrom [10].Thetheorem stated below isa specialcaseof
Theorem 6.2,p.243.
T heorem 16.2. In the dierentialequation

0
= E  + G ()(16.1)
letG be ofclassC 1 and G (0)= 0; @G (0)= 0.LetE have e> 0 eigenvalueswith
positive realparts,d > 0 eigenvalues with negative realparts and no eigenvalues
with zero realpart.Lett = (t;0)bethe solution of(16.1)satisfying (0;0)= 0
and T t the corresponding m ap T t(0)= (t;0). Then there exists a m ap R ofa
neighbourhood of = 0 in -space onto a neighbourhood ofthe origin in Euclidean
(u;v)-space, where dim (u) = d and dim (v) = e, such that R is C 1 with non-







etP u0 + U (t;u0;v0)
etQ v0 + V (t;u0;v0)

:(16.2)
U; V and their partialderivatives with respect to u0; v0 vanish at (u0;v0) = 0.
Furtherm ore V = 0 if v0 = 0 and U = 0 if u0 = 0. Finally ke
P k < 1 and
ke  Q k < 1.
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Letusbegin by considering the localbehaviourcloseto the xed points.
Lem m a 16.1. Consider the criticalpointF . There is an open neighbourhood O
ofF in R6,and a 1-dim ensionalC 1 subm anifold M II  FII ofO \ III,such that
for each x 2 O \ III,either x 2 M II,or x willleave O as the ow of(2.1)-(2.3)
is applied to x in the negative tim e direction. Sim ilarly, we get a 2-dim ensional
C 1 subm anifold M V II0 ofO \ IV II0,and a 3-dim ensionalC
1 subm anifold M IX of
O \ IIX with the sam e properties. Consider the criticalpoint P
+
1
(II). W e then
have a sim ilar situation. Give the neighbourhood corresponding to O the nam e P ,
and use the letter N instead ofthe letter M to denote the relevantsubm anifolds.
Then N V II0 hasdim ension 1 and N IX has dim ension 2.
Proof.O bservethatwhen 
 > 0,wecan consider(2.1)-(2.3)tobean unconstrained




(2.1)asa setofequationson an open subm anifold ofR5,dened by the condition

 > 0 (considering 
 as a function ofthe other variables). In the BianchiVII 0
case,we can considerthe system to be unconstrained in fourvariables.




ConsideringtheBianchiVII0 pointswith N 1;N 2 > 0and N 3 = 0,thelinearization
has one eigenvalue with positive realpart and three with negative realpart,cf.
[17]. By a suitable translation ofthe variables,reversaloftim e,and a suitable




(II) as  !   1 as a solution  to (16.1) converging to 0 as t ! 1 . E
has one eigenvalue with negative realpart and three with positive realpart,so
thatTheorem 16.2 yieldsa C 1 m ap R ofa neighbourhood of0 with non-vanishing
Jacobian to a neighbourhood oftheorigin in R4,such thattheow takestheform
(16.2)where u 2 R and v 2 R3.
O bservethatsince = 0isaxed point,thereisaneighbourhood ofthatpointsuch
thatthe ow isdened forjtj 1.Thereisalso an open bounded ballB centered
atthe origin in (u0;v0)-space such thatU and V are dened in a neighbourhood
N of[  1;1] B .Leta = keP k and 1=c= ke  Q k.Forany  > 0,wecan chooseB
and then N sm allenough thatthenorm sofU;V and theirpartialderivativeswith
respectto u and v aresm allerthan  in N .Assum e B and N aresuch forsom e 
satisfying







Considera solution  to (16.1)such thatR  (t)2 B forallt T.Let(ut;vt)=
R((t))fort T.W ewish to provethatvt = 0,and assum ethereforethatvt0 6= 0
forsom et0  T.W e have
kvt0+ nk ke
Q
vt0+ n  1 + V (1;vt0+ n  1;ut0+ n  1)k 




where we have used (16.3),the factthatV iszero when v0 = 0,and the factthat
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which isirreconcilablewith the factthatvt rem ainsbounded.
If(ut0;vt0)2 B and vt0 = 0,(16.2)yieldsvt0+ 1 = 0 and







Consequently,allpoints(u;v)2 B with v = 0 convergeto (0;0)asoneappliesthe
ow.
W e are now in a position to go backwards in order to obtain the conclusions of
the lem m a. The setR   1(B ) will,aftersuitable operations,including non-unique
extensions,turn into the setP and R   1(fv = 0g\ B )turnsinto N V II0. O ne can
carry out a sim ilar construction in the BianchiIX case. O bserve that one m ight
then geta dierent P ,but by taking the intersection we can assum e them to be
the sam e.The dim ension ofN IX followsfrom a com putation ofthe eigenvalues.
Theargum entconcerning the xed pointF issim ilar.2
ProofofTheorem 16.1.LetO ,M IIand soon beasin thestatem entofLem m a16.1.
O bservethatifthereisa neighbourhood ~O  O ofF such thatFII\ ~O = M II\ ~O ,
then FIIisaC
1 subm anifold.Thereason isthatgiven anyx 2 FII,thereisaT such
that(;x)2 ~O forall  T. By Lem m a 16.1,we conclude that(T;x)2 M II.
Then thereisaneighbourhood O 0 ~O of(T;x)such thatO 0\FII = O
0\M II.W e
thusget,forO 0 suitably chosen,a C 1 m ap  :O 0 ! R6 with C 1 inverse,sending
FII \ O
0 to a one dim ensionalhyperplane. IfO 0 is sm allenough,we can apply
(  T; )to itobtaining a neighbourhood ofx.By the invarianceofFII,we have
(  T;O 0)\ FII = (  T;O
0\ FII):
In otherwords,(T; ( ))denescoordinateson (  T;O 0)straightening outFII.
Theargum entsforthe othercasesaresim ilar.
Let us now assum e,in order to reach a contradiction,that there is a sequence
xk 2 FII \ O such that xk ! F but xk =2 M II for allk. Ifwe let O
0  O be a
sm allenough ballcontaining F ,we can assum e thatjN ij
0 0 fori= 1;2;3 in O 0,
cf.the proofofLem m a 4.2.Fork largeenough,xk 2 O
0 and applying the ow to
them weobtain pointsyk 2 FII\ @O
0.By choosing a suitablesubsequence,wecan
assum e thatyk convergesto a type Ipointy which is notF . G iven  > 0,there
isa T such that(  T;y)isatdistancelessthan =2 from A .Fork largeenough,
(  T;yk)2 FII willthen beatdistancelessthan  from A .W egeta contradiction
to Lem m a 9.1. The argum ents for FV II0 and FIX are sim ilar,due to Corollaries
15.6 and 15.5.
ForPV II0 and PIX ,we need to m odify the argum ent. Assum e there isa sequence
xk 2 PV II0 \ P such that xk ! P
+
1
(II),but xk =2 N V II0 for allk. By choosing
P 0  P as a sm allenough ball,we can assum e that jN ij
0  0 in P 0 for i= 2;3,
cf.theproofofLem m a 4.1.Fork largeenough,xk 2 P
0,and applying the ow to
them we obtain pointsyk 2 PV II0 \ @P
0. By choosing a suitable subsequence,we




we can apply the sam e kind ofreasoning asbefore,using Proposition 9.1 to geta
contradiction to theconsequencesofCorollary 15.6.Ify 2 FII weget,by applying
the ow to the points yk,a sequence zk 2 PV II0 converging to F . Applying the
ow again,asbefore,we geta contradiction.The BianchiIX case issim ilarusing
Corollary 15.5.2
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17. U niform convergence to the attractor
Ifx constitutesinitialdatato(2.1)-(2.3)at = 0,then wedenotethecorresponding
solution + (;x)and so on.
P roposition 17.1. Let2=3 <   2 and letK be a com pact setofBianchiIX
initialdata. Then N 1N 2N 3 converges uniform ly to zero on K . That is, for all
 > 0 there isa T such that
(N 1N 2N 3)(;x) 
for all  T and allx 2 K .
Proof. Assum e thatN 1N 2N 3 doesnotconverge to zero uniform ly. Then there is
an  > 0,a sequencek !   1 and xk 2 K such that
(N 1N 2N 3)(k;xk) :
W e m ay assum e,by choosing a convergentsubsequence,thatxk ! x ask ! 1 .
Becauseofthe m onotonicity of(N 1N 2N 3)( ;xk),weconclude that
(N 1N 2N 3)(;xk) :
for 2 [k;0].Thus
(N 1N 2N 3)(;x)= lim
k! 1
(N 1N 2N 3)(;xk) 
forall  0.W e havea contradiction.2
C orollary 17.1. Let2=3<   2 and letK be a com pactsetofBianchiIX initial












+ N 1N 2 + N 2N 3 + N 3N 1:
P roposition 17.2. LetK be a com pactsetofgeneric BianchiIX initialdata with
2=3<  < 2.Then d convergesuniform ly to zero on K .
Proof.Assum ethatd doesnotconvergeto zero uniform ly.Then thereisan  > 0,
a sequencek !   1 and a sequencexk 2 K such that
d(k;xk) :(17.1)
W e now provethatthere isno sequenceskn such thatkn  skn  0 and
d(skn ;xkn )! 0:
Assum ethereis.ByTheorem 15.1,thereisno > 0such thatm axim um ofh( ;xkn )
in [kn ;skn ]exceeds foralln.For sm allenough,wecan apply Proposition 14.1
to the interval[kn ;skn ]to conclude thatforsom e n,
 cannotgrow in very m uch
in thatintervaleither.W e obtain a contradiction to (17.1)for sm allenough and
n big enough.
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Thusthereisan  > 0 such that
d(;xk) 
forall 2 [k;0]and allk.Assum e xk ! x.Then
d(;x)= lim
k! 1
d(;xk)  > 0
forall  0.Butx constitutesgenericinitialdata.2
18. Existence of non-special -limit points on the K asner circle
W eknow thatthereisan -lim itpointon the K asnercircle,butin orderto prove
curvatureblow up wewish to provetheexistenceofa non-special-lim itpointon
the K asnercircle.
Lem m a 18.1. Consider a generic BianchiIX solution with 2=3 <  < 2. Ifit
has a specialpointon the Kasner circle as an -lim itpointthen ithas an innite
num berof-lim itpointson the Kasner circle.
Proof. By applying the sym m etries,we can assum e thatthere isan -lim itpoint
on the K asner circle with (+ ;  ) = (  1;0). Since the solution is not ofTaub
type,(+ ;  ) cannot converge to (  1;0) by Proposition 3.1. Thus there is an
1 >  > 0 such that for each T there is a   T such that 1+ + ()  . Let
k !   1 be such that+ (k)!   1.
Let > 0 satisfy  < .W e wish to provethatthere isa non-special-lim itpoint
on the K asner circle with 1 + +  . There is a sequence tk  k such that
1 + + (tk) =  and 
0
+ (tk)  0 assum ing k is large enough. The condition on
the derivative ispossible to im pose due to the factthat1+ + eventually hasto
becom egreaterthan .Choosing a suitablesubsequenceofftkg,wegetan -lim it
pointwhich hasto bea vacuum typeIorIIpointby Corollary 15.4.Ifitisoftype
I,we getan -lim itpointon the K asnercircle with 1+  + =  and we are done.
The -lim itpointcannothaveN 1 > 0,becauseofthe condition on the derivative,
cf. the proofofProposition 5.1. Ifit is oftype II with N 2 or N 3 greater than
zero,we can apply the ow to get a type IIsolution,callit x,of-lim it points
to the originalsolution. Since a type IIsolution with N 2 orN 3 greaterthan zero
satises 0+ < 0,the !-lim itpointy ofx m usthave 1+ + < . By Proposition
5.1 y 2 K 2 [ K 3,so thatitisnon-special.
Let 0 < 1 < . As above,we can then construct a non-special-lim it point x1
on the K asnercircle with + coordinate + ;1 such that 1+ + ;1  1. Assum e
wehaveconstructed non-special-lim itpointsxi on theK asnercircle,i= 1;:::;m
with + coordinates + ;i satisfying + ;i < + ;i  1. Let 0 < m + 1 < 1+ + ;m .
Then bytheabovewecan constructanon-special-lim itpointxm + 1 on theK asner
circle with + coordinate + ;m + 1,satisfying + ;m + 1 < + ;m . Thusthe solution
hasan innite num berof-lim itpointson the K asnercircle.2
C orollary 18.1. A genericBianchiIX solution with 2=3<  < 2 hasatleastthree
non-special-lim itpoints on the Kasner circle. Furtherm ore,no N i converges to
zero.
Proof. Assum e rst that the solution has a special-lim it point on the K asner
circle. By Lem m a 18.1, the rst part of the lem m a follows. By the proof of
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Lem m a 18.1,there is a non-special-lim it point on the K asner circle with  +
coordinatearbitrarily closeto   1,say thatitbelongsto K 2.Repeated application
ofProposition 6.1 then gives-lim itpointsrstin K 3,and afterenough iterates,
eitheran -lim itpointin K 1,ora special-lim itpointon the K asnercircle with
+ = 1=2. Ifthe latter case occurs,a sim ilar argum ent to the proofofLem m a
18.1 yieldsan -lim itpointon K 1.By Proposition 6.1,weconcludethatthereare
-lim itpointswith N 1 > 0,with N 2 > 0 and with N 3 > 0.
Assum e that there is no special-lim it point on the K asner circle. Repeated
application ofthe K asner m ap yields -lim it points in K i, i = 1;2;3,and the
conclusionsofthe lem m a follow asin the previoussituation.2
19. C onclusions
Let us rst state the conclusions concerning the asym ptotics ofsolutions to the
equationsofW ainwrightand Hsu.W e begin with the sti uid case.
T heorem 19.1. Consider a solution to (2.1)-(2.3) with  = 2 and 
 > 0. Then
the solution converges to a type Ipointwith 2+ + 
2
 
< 1. For the Bianchitypes
other than I,we have the following additionalrestrictions.
1.Ifthe solution is oftype IIwith N 1 > 0,then + < 1=2.
2.For a type VI0 or VII0 with N 2 and N 3 non-zero,then + 
p
3  >   1.
3.Ifthe solution is oftype VIIIor IX,then + 
p
3  >   1 and + < 1=2.
Rem ark. Figure 8 illustrates the restriction on the shear variables. The types
depicted areI,II,VI0 and VII0,and VIIIand IX,counting from top leftto bottom
right.
Proof.Thetheorem followsfrom Propositions7.1 and 7.2.2
Considernow the case 2=3 <  < 2. LetA be the closure ofthe type IIvacuum
points.
T heorem 19.2. Considera genericBianchiIX solution x with 2=3<  < 2.Then






where k  k is the Euclidean norm on R6. Furtherm ore, there are at least three
non-special-lim itpointson the Kasner circle.
Rem ark.O necan startoutarbitrarily closeto thissetwithoutconverging to it,cf.
Proposition 11.1.
Proof.The rstpartfollowsfrom Corollary 15.4 and the second partfollowsfrom
Corollary 18.1.2
ProofofTheorem s 1.1 and 1.2. Let (M ;g) be the Lorentz m anifold obtained in
Lem m a 21.2 with topology I G .Itisglobally hyperbolicby Lem m a 21.4.
Ifthe initialdata satisfy trgk = 0 for a developm ent not oftype IX,then it is
causally geodesically com plete and satises  = 0 for the entire developm ent,by
Lem m a 21.5 and Lem m a 21.8.TherstpartofTheorem 1.1 follows.
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Figure 8. The pointsto which the shearvariablesm ay converge
fora sti uid.
Considerinitialdata oftypeI,II,VI0,VII0 orVIIIsuch thattrgk 6= 0.By Lem m a
21.5and Lem m a 21.8,wem ay then tim eorientthedevelopm entso thatitisfuture
causally geodesically com plete and pastcausally geodesically incom plete,and the
second partofTheorem 1.1 follows.Thethird partfollowsfrom Lem m a 21.8.
Consideran inextendiblefuturedirected causalgeodesicin theabovedevelopm ent.
Since each hypersurface fvg  G is a Cauchy hypersurface by Lem m a 21.4,the
causalcurveexhauststhe intervalI.
1.Ifthesolution isnotoftypeIX,then thesolution to (21.4)-(21.9),which isused
in constructing the classA developm ent,correspondsto a solution to (2.1)-(2.3),
becauseofLem m a 21.5.Furtherm ore,t! t  correspondsto  !   1 ,because of
Lem m a 22.4.
a.In allthe sti uid cases,the solution to (2.1)-(2.3)convergesto a non-vacuum
type I point by Theorem 19.1,so that Lem m a 22.1 and Lem m a 22.3 yield the
desired conclusionsin thatcase.
b.TypeI,IIand VII0 with 1   < 2.ThattheK retschm ann scalarisunbounded
in the cases stated in Theorem 1.2 followsfrom Proposition 8.1,Proposition 9.1,
Proposition 10.2,Lem m a 22.1 and and Lem m a 22.2.
c. Non-vacuum solutions which are not oftype IX.Then R  R
 is unbounded
using Lem m a 22.3.
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2.Ifthe solution isoftype IX,then halfofa solution to (21.4)-(21.9)corresponds
to a BianchiIX solution to (2.1)-(2.3),because ofLem m a 21.6. By Lem m a 22.5,
t! t correspondsto  !   1 .
a.In the sti uid case,wegetthe desired statem entasbefore.
b. If 1   < 2, we get the desired conclusions, concerning blow up of the
K retschm annscalar,from Corollary18.1,Proposition11.1,Lem m a22.1andLem m a
22.2.
c.Non-vacuum solutions.Then R  R
 isunbounded using Lem m a 22.3.
Letusnow provethatthedevelopm entisinextendiblein therelevantcases.Assum e
there is a connected Lorentz m anifold (M^ ;^g) ofthe sam e dim ension,and a m ap
i:M ! M^ which is an isom etry onto itsim age,with i(M )6= M^ . Then there is
a p 2 M^   i(M )and a tim elike geodesic  :[a;b]! M^ such that([a;b)) i(M )
and (b)= p. Since j[a;b) can be considered to be a future orpast inextendible
tim elike geodesic in M ,eitherithasinnite length ora curvature invariantblows
up along it,by the above argum ents. Both possibilities lead to a contradiction.
Theorem 1.2 follows.2
20. A symptotically velocity term dominated behaviour near the
singularity
In thissection,we considerthe asym ptotic behaviourofBianchiVIIIand IX sti
uid solutions from another point ofview. W e wish to com pare our results with
[2],a paperwhich dealswith analyticsolutionsofEinstein’sequationscoupled to a
scalareld ora sti uid.In [2],Andersson and Rendallprovethatgiven a certain
kindofsolutiontothesocalledvelocitydom inatedsystem ,thereisauniquesolution
ofEinstein’sequationscoupled to a sti uid approaching the velocity dom inated
solution asym ptotically.W ewillbem orespecicconcerningthedetailsbelow.The
question which arisesisto whatextentitisnaturalto assum e thata solution has
the asym ptotic behaviourthey prescribe.W e show here thatallBianchiVIIIand
IX sti uid solutionsexhibitsuch asym ptoticbehaviour.
In ordertospeakaboutvelocityterm dom inance,weneed tohaveafoliation.In our
case,thereisa naturalfoliation given by thespatialhypersurfacesofhom ogeneity.
Relative to this foliation, we can express the m etric as in (21.14) according to
Lem m a 21.2. In whatfollows,we willuse the fram e e0i appearing in Lem m a 21.2,
and Latin indiceswillreferto thisfram e.Letg be the Riem annian m etric,and k














r ikij   r j(trk) = 0;(20.3)
which arethe sam eas(21.8)and (21.5)respectively.The evolution equationsare
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Theevolution equation forthe m atteris
@t = 2(trk):(20.6)
W e wish to com pare solutions to these equations with solutions to the so called
velocity dom inated system .Thissystem also consistsofconstraintsand evolution










































W e raise and lower indices of the velocity dom inated system with the velocity
dom inated m etric. In [2], Andersson and Rendallprove that given an analytic
solution to (20.7)-(20.11)on S  (0;1 )such thatttr0k =   1,and such thatthe
eigenvaluesof  t0kij arepositive,thereisauniqueanalyticsolution to(20.2)-(20.6)
asym ptotic,in asuitablesense,tothesolution ofthevelocity dom inated system .In
fact,they provethisstatem entin a m oregeneralsetting than theonegiven above.
W e have specialized to oursituation. O bserve the condition on the eigenvaluesof
  t0kij. O ur goalis to prove that this is a naturalcondition in the BianchiVIII
and IX cases.
T heorem 20.1. ConsideraBianchiVIIIorIX sti uiddevelopm entasin Lem m a
21.2 with 0 > 0.Choose tim e coordinate so thatt  = 0.Then there is a solution
to (20.7)-(20.11) such thatttr0k =   1,the eigenvalues of  t0kij are positive,and
the following estim ateshold











3. = 0 + o(t  2+ 1),
where ij and 1 are positive realnum bers.
Rem ark. In [2]two m ore estim atesoccur. They are notincluded here asthey are
replaced by equalitiesin oursituation.O bservethatthedicultiesencountered in
[2]concerning the non-diagonalterm sofkij disappearin the presentsituation.
Proof.Below wewillusetheresultsofLem m a 21.2 and itsproofim plicitly.W hen
wespeak ofij,ij,,nij and ,we willreferto the solution of(21.4)-(21.9)and
the indicesofthese objectsshould notbe understood in term sofevaluation on a
fram e.Sinceij and so on arealldiagonal,wewillsom etim eswritei etcinstead,
denoting diagonalcom ponenti. There are two relevantfram es: e0i and ei = aie
0
i.
The latterfram e yieldsnij through (1.7). W hen we speak ofk
i
j,R ij and so on,
wewillalwaysreferto the fram ee0i.W e have
k
i
j =   i
i
j
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(no sum m ation on i).Becauseof(20.12),equation (20.8)willbesatised sinceitis
a statem entconcerningthecom m utation of0kij and nij.Theexistenceintervalfor
thesolution to Einstein’sequationsis(0;t+ )by ourconventions,and sincewewish
to havettr0k =   1 we need to dene 0(t)= 1=t.O bservethat0i=
0 isconstant
in tim e,and thati= convergesto a positivevalueast! 0;thisisa consequence
ofTheorem 19.1 and thedenition (21.11)ofthevariables + and   .Choose
0i
so that 0i=
0 coincideswith the lim itofi=. Sim ilarly
0=02 isconstant,=2
convergesto a positive value,and we choose 0=02 to be the lim it. Since R=2
isa polynom ialin the N i and the N i convergeto zero by Theorem 19.1,equation
(20.7)willbefullled.By ourchoices,(20.10)and (20.11)willalso befullled.W e
willspecify theinitialvalueof0ai lateron,and then dene
0ai by dem anding that
(20.9)holds.
Itwillbeofinteresttoestim ateterm softheform R ij=
2.Theseterm sarequadratic
polynom ials in the N i. By abuse ofnotation,we willwrite N i() when we wish
to evaluate N i in the W ainwright-Hsu tim e (21.10) and N i(t) when we wish to
evaluatein thetim e used in thistheorem .By Theorem 19.1,thereisan  > 0 and
a 0 such that
jN i()j exp()
forall  0. W e wish to rewrite this estim ate in term s oft. Letusbegin with
(21.12).Since wecan assum ethatq 3 for  0 weget
() exp[  4(   0)](0);









(exp[4(   0)]  exp[4(1   0)]):





N i(t) exp((t)) C t

for som e positive num ber . Consequently expressions such as Rij=
2 and R=2
satisfy sim ilarbounds.
Letusnow provetheestim atesform ulated in thestatem entofthetheorem .O bserve
thatfortsm allenough,we have
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sincethesingularity isatt= 0 and trk m ustbecom eunbounded atthesingularity,
cf.Lem m a 22.4,22.5 and (21.12).Thusweget











+ 1]dsg  1 = o(t  1+ 1)(20.13)



















with no sum m ation on theiin R ii.Thiscom putation,togetherwith theestim ates
aboveand the factthati=  
0i=






























































(20.13)and (20.16),we getestim ate 3 ofthe theorem .Finally,we need to specify
the initialvalue of0ai and proveestim ate 1.Since
@tai =   iai;










By ourestim ateson 0i  i,weseethatthisim pliesthatai=
0ai convergesast! 0.
Choose the value of0ai atone pointin tim e so thatthis lim itis1. W e thusget,
using estim ate2 ofthe theorem ,
ai
0ai
  1 = o(t
i
j):
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21. A ppendix
Thegoalofthisappendix isto relatethe asym ptoticbehaviourofsolutionsto the
O DE (2.1)-(2.3)to the behaviourofthe spacetim e in the incom plete directionsof
inextendible causalcurves.W e proceed asfollows.
1.First,weform ulateEinstein’sequationsasan O DE,assum ing thatthespace-
tim e has a given structure (21.1). The rstform ulation is due to Ellis and
M acCallum . W e also relate this form ulation to the one by W ainwight and
Hsu.
2.G iven initialdata as in Denition 1.1, we then show how to construct a
Lorentzm anifold asin (21.1),satisfying Einstein’sequationsand with initial
data asspecied,using theequationsofEllisand M acCallum .W ealso prove
som epropertiesofthisdevelopm entsuch asG lobalhyperbolicity and answer
som equestionsconcerning causalgeodesiccom pleteness.
3.Finally,we relate the asym ptotic behaviourofsolutionsto (2.1)-(2.3)to the
question of curvature blow up in the developm ent obtained by the above
procedure.
W e considera specialclassofspatially hom ogeneousfourdim ensionalspacetim es
ofthe form
(M ;g)= (I G ;  dt2 + ij(t)
i
 j);(21.1)
where I isan open interval,G is a Lie group ofclassA,ij isa sm ooth positive
denite m atrix and the i are the dualsofa leftinvariantbasison G . The stress






wherep = (   1).Below,Latin indiceswillbe raised and lowered by ij.
Consider a four dim ensional(M ;g) as in (21.1) with G ofclass A.In order to
dene the dierentvariables,we specify a suitable orthonorm albasis.Lete0 = @t
and ei = a
j
i Zj,i= 1,2,3,be an orthonorm albasis,where a isa C
1 m atrix valued
function oftand the Zi arethe dualsof
i.
By the following argum ent,we can assum e that< r e0ei;ej > = 0.Letthe m atrix
valued function A satisfy e0(A)+ AB = 0,A(0)= Id where B ij = < r e0ei;ej >








j > = 0.
Let
(X ;Y )= < r X e0;Y > ;(21.3)
 = (e;e) and [e;e]= 


e where G reek indices run from 0 to 3. The
objects  and 

 willbe viewed as sm ooth functions from I to som e suitable
R
k,and ourvariableswillbe dened in term softhem .
O bservethat[Zi;e0]= 0.Theei span thetangentspaceofG ,and < [e0;ei];e0 > =




0i = 0 and
i
0j =   ij.W e letn be dened asin (1.7)and
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whereweby abuseofnotation havewritten tr()as.








The0i-com ponentsofthe Einstein equationsareequivalentto

k
i nkj   n
k
i kj = 0:(21.5)
Letting bij = 2n
k












(3   2) = 0;(21.7)















Equations(21.4)-(21.8)arespecialcasesofequationsgiven in Ellisand M acCallum
[8].Ata pointt0,wem ay diagonalizen and  sim ultaneously sincethey com m ute
(21.5). Rotating e by the corresponding elem ent of SO (3) yields upon going
through the denitions that the new n and  are diagonalatt0. Collectthe o-
diagonalterm s ofn and  in one vectorv. By (21.4)and (21.6),there is a tim e
dependentm atrix C such that _v = C v so thatv(t)= 0 forallt,since v(t0)= 0.
Sincetherotation wastim eindependent,< r e0ei;ej > = 0 holdsin the new basis.
ThefactthatT isdivergencefree yields
e0()+  = 0:(21.9)
Introduce,asin W ainwrightand Hsu [17],
ij = ij=





















Ifwe letN i be the diagonalelem entsofN ij,equations(21.4)and (21.6)turn into
(2.1)with denitionsasin (2.2),exceptforthe expression for
 0. Itcan however




=   (1+ q):(21.12)
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Beforeusing the equationsofEllisand M acCallum to constructa developm ent,it
isconvenientto know thatonecan m akesom esim plifying assum ptionsconcerning
the choice ofbasis. The next lem m a fullls this objective,and also proves the
classication ofthe classA Liealgebrasm entioned in the introduction.
Lem m a 21.1. Table1 constitutesa classication oftheclassA Liealgebras.Con-
sider an arbitrary basis feig ofthe Lie algebra. Then by applying an orthogonal
m atrix to it,we can constructa basis fe0ig such thatthe corresponding n
0 dened
by (1.7) isdiagonal,with diagonalelem entsofone ofthe typesgiven in Table 1.
Proof. Let ei be a basis for the Lie algebra and n be dened as in (1.7). Ifwe
changethe basisaccording to e0i = (A
  1)
j








Since n is sym m etric,we assum e from here on that the basis is such that it is
diagonal. The m atrix A = diag(1 1   1) changes the sign of n. A suitable
orthogonalm atrixperform seven perm utationsofthediagonal.Thenum berofnon-
zeroelem entson thediagonalisinvariantundertransform ations(21.13)taking one
diagonalm atrix to another.IfA = (aij)and thediagonalm atrix n
0 isconstructed







nii, so that if allthe diagonal
elem entsofn have the sam e sign,the sam e istrue forn0. The statem ents ofthe
lem m a follow.2
W e now prove that ifwe begin with initialdata as in Denition 1.1, we get a
developm entasin Denition 1.4 ofthe form (21.1),with certain properties.
Lem m a 21.2. Fix2=3<   2.LetG ;g;k and 0 beinitialdata asin Denition
1.1. Then there is an orthonorm albasis e0i i= 1;2;3 ofthe Lie algebra such that






ij is ofone ofthe form s
given in Table 1.Let









ij and (0)= 0:
Solve(21.4),(21.6),(21.7)and (21.9)with theseconditionsasinitialdata to obtain
n; ;  and ,and letI be the corresponding existence interval. Then there are
sm ooth functionsai :I ! (0;1 )i= 1;2;3,with ai(0)= 1,such that








where i is the dualofe0i,satises Einstein’s equations (1.3) on
M = I G ,with
T asin (1.1) with u = e0, asabove and p = (   1).Furtherm ore,




where r istheLevi-Civita connection ofg and ei = aie
0
i,ifweconsiderthelefthand
sideto bea function oft.Consequently,theinduced m etricand second fundam ental
form on f0g G are g and k,and we have a developm entsatisfying the conditions
ofDenition 1.4.
Proof. Let e0i,i = 1;2;3 be a left invariant orthonorm albasis. W e can assum e
the corresponding n0 to be ofone ofthe form s given in Table 1 by Lem m a 21.1.





0 are to com m ute. W e m ay
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thusalso assum e kij to be diagonalwithoutchanging the earlierconditionsofthe
construction. If we let n(0) = n0, (0) =   trgk, ij(0) =   kij + ij=3 and
(0)= 0,then (1.4)isthesam eas(21.8).Letn,, and  satisfy (21.4),(21.6),
(21.7)and (21.9)with initialvaluesasspecied above. Since (21.8)issatised at
0,itis satised for alltim es. For reasonsgiven in connection with (21.8),n and
 willrem ain diagonalso that (21.5)willalwayshold. Let ni and i denote the
diagonalelem entsofn and  respectively.
How arewe to dene the ai in the statem entofthe lem m a? The ~n obtained from
ei by (1.7)should coincide with n. Thisleadsusto the following denitions. Let
fi(0)= 1 and
_fi=fi = 2i  =3.Letai = ( j6= ifj)
1=2 and dene ei = aie
0
i.Then
~n associated to ei equals n. W e com plete the basis by letting e0 = @t. Dene
a m etric <  ; > onM by dem anding e to be orthonorm alwith e0 tim elike
and ei spacelike,and let r be the associated Levi-Civita connection. Com pute
< r e0ei;ej > = 0.If
~(X ;Y )= < r X e0;Y > and ~ = ~(e;e),then ~00 = ~i0 =
~0i = 0.Furtherm ore,
1
aj
e0(aj)ij =   ~ij
(no sum m ation overj)so that ~ij isdiagonaland tr
~ = .Finally,
  ~ii =   ~ii+
1
3
 =   i:
Thelem m a followsby considering thederivation oftheequationsofEllisand M ac-
Callum .2
D enition 21.1. A developm entasin Lem m a 21.2 willbe called a classA devel-
opm ent.W ewillalso assign a typeto such a developm entaccording to thetypeof
the initialdata.
The nextthing to proveisthateach M v = fvg G isa Cauchy surface,butrst
weneed a lem m a.
Lem m a 21.3. Let bea leftinvariantRiem annian m etricon a LiegroupG .Then
 isgeodesically com plete.
Proof.Assum e :(t  ;t+ )! G isa geodesicsatisfying (
0;0)= 1,with t+ < 1 .
Thereisa > 0such thatevery geodesic satisfying(0)= e,theidentity elem ent
ofG ,and 0(0)= v with (v;v) 1 isdened on (  ;).IfLh :G ! G isdened
by Lh(h1) = hh1,then Lh is by denition an isom etry. Let t0 2 (t  ;t+ ) satisfy
t+   t0  =2.Letv 2 TeG bethevectorcorrespondingto
0(t0)undertheisom etry
L(t0).Let beageodesicwith (0)= eand 
0(0)= v.Then L(t0)  isageodesic
extending .2
Letusbe preciseconcerning the conceptCauchy surface.
D enition 21.2. Considera tim e oriented Lorentz m anifold (M ;g). LetI be an
intervalin R and  :I ! M beacontinuousm ap which issm ooth exceptforanite
num berofpoints.W esay that isa futuredirected causal,tim elike ornullcurveif
ateach t2 I where isdierentiable,0(t)isa future oriented causal,tim elike or
nullvectorrespectively.W edenepastdirected curvessim ilarly.A causalcurveis
acurvewhich iseitherafuturedirected causalcurveorapastdirected causalcurve
and sim ilarly fortim elikeand nullcurves.Ifthereisa curve :I1 ! M such that
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(I)isproperly contained in (I1),then  issaid to be extendible,otherwise itis
called inextendible. A subsetS  M iscalled a Cauchy surface ifitisintersected
exactlyonceby everyinextendiblecausalcurve.A Lorentzm anifold asabovewhich
adm itsa Cauchy surfaceissaid to be Globally hyperbolic.
Lem m a 21.4. Fora classA developm ent,each M v = fvg G isa Cauchy surface.
Proof. The m etric is given by (21.14). A causalcurve cannotintersect M v twice
since the t-com ponent ofsuch a curve m ust be strictly m onotone. Assum e that
 :(s  ;s+ ) ! M is an inextendible causalcurve that never intersects M v. Let
~t: M ! I bedened by ~t[(s;h)]= s.Lets0 2 (s  ;s+ )and assum ethat~t((s0))=
t1 < v and that < 
0;@t > < 0 where itis dened. Thus ~t((s)) increaseswith s
and ~t(([s0;s+ )))  [t1;v]. Since we have uniform bounds on ai from below and











1=2    C < 0;e0 >(21.15)
on thatinterval,with C > 0.Since
Z s+
s0






the curve j[s0;s+ ),projected to G ,willhave nite length in the m etric  on G
dened by m aking e0i an orthonorm albasis. Since  is a left invariantm etric on
a Lie group,it is com plete by Lem m a 21.3,and sets closed and bounded in the
correspondingtopologicalm etricm ustbecom pact.Addingtheaboveobservations,
we conclude that ([s0;s+ )) is contained in a com pact set,and thus there is a
sequence sk 2 [s0;s+ ) with sk ! s+ such that (sk) converges. Since ~t((s)) is
m onotone and bounded it converges. Using (21.15) and an analogue of(21.16),
we conclude that  has to converge as s ! s+ . Consequently, is extendible
contradicting our assum ption. By this and sim ilar argum ents covering the other
cases,weconclude that M v isa Cauchy surfaceforeach v 2 (t  ;t+ ).2
Before we turn to the questions concerning causalgeodesic com pleteness,let us
considerthe evolution of forsolutionsto the equationsofEllisand M acCallum .
Thisisrelevantalso forthedenition ofthevariablesofW ainwrightand Hsu,since
thereonedividesby .W erstconsiderdevelopm entsasin Lem m a 21.2 which are
notoftype IX.
Lem m a 21.5. Consider class A developm ents which are notoftype IX.Letthe
existence intervalbe I = (t  ;t+ ).Then there are two possibilities.
1. 6= 0 for the entire developm ent. W e then tim e orientthe m anifold so that
 > 0.W ith thistim e orientation,t+ = 1 .
2. = 0,ij = 0 and  = 0 for the entire developm ent. Furtherm ore,nij is
constantand diagonaland two ofthe diagonalcom ponents are equaland the
third iszero.Theonly Bianchitypeswhich adm itthispossibility arethustype
Iand type VII0.Furtherm ore I = (  1 ;1 ).
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1 + (n2   n3)






wheretheni arethediagonalcom ponentsofnij.Considering Table1,weseethat,










Com bining it with (21.7),we get je0()j 
2,using the fact that 2=3 <   2.
Consequently,if is zero once,it is always zero. Tim e orient the developm ents
with  6= 0 so that > 0.
Considerthe possibility  = 0. Equation (21.7)then im plies ij = 0 and  = 0,
since  > 2=3.Equations(21.8)and (21.6)then im ply bij = 0,and (21.4)im plies
nij constant.Allthestatem entsexceptthethefactthatt+ = 1 in the > 0 case
follow from the above.
O bserve that  decreases in m agnitude with tim e,so that it is bounded to the
future.By the (21.17),the sam e istrue ofij and .Using (21.4),we getcontrol
ofnij and concludethatthesolution m ay notblow up in nitetim e.W em ustthus
havet+ = 1 .2
By a theorem ofLin and W ald [14],BianchiIX developm entsrecollapse.
Lem m a 21.6. Consider a BianchiIX class A developm ent with 1    2 and
I = (t  ;t+ ).Then thereisa t0 2 I such that > 0 in (t  ;t0)and  < 0 in (t0;t+ ).
Proof. Let us begin by proving that  can be zero at m ost once. If(ti) = 0,
i= 1;2 and t1 < t2,then  = 0 in (t1;t2) since it is m onotone by (21.7). Thus
(21.7)im pliesij = 0 =  in (t1;t2)aswell. Com bining thisfactwith (21.8)and
(21.6),we getbij = 0,which isim possible fora BianchiIX solution. Assum e  is
neverzero.By a suitable choice oftim e orientation,we can assum e that > 0 on
I.Letusprovethatt+ = 1 .Since isdecreasingon I1 = [0;t+ )and non-negative
on I itisbounded on I1.By (21.4),n1n2n3 decreasesso thatitisbounded on I1.
By an argum entsim ilar to the proofofLem m a 3.3,one can com bine this bound
with (21.8)to concludethatij and  arebounded on I1.By (21.4),we conclude
thatnij cannotgrow fasterthan exponentially.Consequently,thefuture existence
intervalm ustbeinnite,thatist+ = 1 ,sinceI wasthem axim alexistenceinterval

















ni = exp(2i  ):
Let  = =8 and Pi = p=8 = (   1)=8,i = 1;2;3. Equations (21.8) and
(21.7)then im ply equations(1.4)and (1.5)of[14],and equations(1.6)and (1.7)
of[14]follow from (21.6). W e have thus constructed a solution to (1.4)-(1.7) of
[14]on an interval[0;1 )with d=dt> 0. Lin and W ald prove in theirpaper[14]
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that this assum ption leads to a contradiction,ifone assum es that jPij  and
P1+ P2 + P3  0.However,theseconditionsarefullled in oursituation,assum ing
1    2. In other words,there is a zero and since  is decreasing it m ust be
positivebeforethe zero and negativeafterit.The lem m a follows.2
The lem m a concerning causalgeodesic com pleteness willbuild on the following
estim ate.


















Rem ark.W econsiderfunctionsoftasfunctionsofsby evaluating them at~t((s)),
where ~tisthe function dened in Lem m a 21.4.











wherek arethediagonalelem entsofij.If = 0 fortheentiredevelopm ent,then
k = 0 forthe entire developm entby Lem m a 21.5 and Lem m a 21.6,so thatf0 is










































































,and using thecausality of
wededuce (21.19).2
Lem m a 21.8. ConsideraclassA developm entwith existenceintervalI = (t  ;t+ ).
There are three possibilities.
1. = 0 for the entire developm ent,in which case the developm entis causally
geodesically com plete.
2.The developm entis notoftype IX and  > 0. Then allinextendible causal
geodesics are future com plete and pastincom plete. Furtherm ore,t  >   1
and t+ = 1 .
3.Ifthe developm entis oftype IX with 1    2,then allinextendible causal
geodesicsarepastand futureincom plete.W ealso havet  >   1 andt+ < 1 .
Proof.Let :(s  ;s+ )! M be a future directed inextendible causalgeodesicand
f be dened asin (21.18).Letfurtherm ore I = (t  ;t+ )be the existence interval
m entioned in Lem m a 21.2. Since every M v,v 2 I isa Cauchy surface by Lem m a
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21.4,~t((s)) m ust cover the intervalI as s runs through (s  ;s+ ). Furtherm ore,
~t((s))ism onotoneincreasing so that
~t((s))! t ass! s :(21.20)
Lets0 2 (s  ;s+ )and com pute
Z s
s0
  f0(u)du = ~t((s))  ~t((s0)):(21.21)
Considerthecase = 0fortheentiredevelopm ent.By Lem m a21.7,f0 isthen con-
stant,and I = (  1 ;1 )by Lem m a 21.5.Equations(21.21)and (21.20)then prove
that we m ust have (s  ;s+ ) = (  1 ;1 ). Thus,allinextendible causalgeodesics
m ustbe com plete.
Assum ethatthedevelopm entisnotoftypeIX and that > 0.Sincef0 isnegative
on [s0;s+ ),its absolute value is bounded on that intervalby (21.19). Ifs+ were





2  C 
on that intervalfor som e C > 0,cf. (21.17)and the observations following that
equation. Since f0 is bounded,we then deduce that f0 is bounded on [s0;s+ ).
But then (21.20) and (21.21) cannot both hold,since t+ = 1 by Lem m a 21.5.
Thus,s+ = 1 and allinextendible causalgeodesicsm ustfuture com plete. Since
f0 is negative on (s  ;s+ ),(21.19) proves that this expression m ust blow up in
nites-tim egoing backward,so thats  >   1 .Sincethecurve(s)= (s;e)isan
inextendible tim elikegeodesic,weconclude thatt  >   1 .
ConsidertheBianchiIX case.By Lem m a 21.4 and 21.6,weconcludetheexistence
ofan s0 2 (s  ;s+ )such thatf0 isnegative on (s  ;s0)and positive on (s0;s+ ).
By (21.19),f0 m ustblow up a nites-tim ebefores0,and a nites-tim eafters0.
Everyinextendiblecausalgeodesicisthusfutureand pastincom plete.W econclude
t  >   1 and t+ < 1 .2
22. A ppendix
In thisappendix,we considerthe curvature expressions.According to [19],p. 40,
the W eyltensor C isdened by
R  = C + (g[





wherethebarin g and soon indicatesthatwearedealingwith spacetim eobjects
asopposed to objects on a spatialhypersurface. Using this relation and the fact
thatourspacetim esatises(1.3),whereT isgiven by (1.1)and (1.2),onecan derive
the following expression forthe K retschm ann scalar
















[4+ (3   2)2]2:
However,according to [18],p.19,we have
C C

= 8(E  E
   H  H

);(22.2)
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where,relativeto thefram ee appearing in Lem m a 21.2,allcom ponentsofE and






















where sij isthe sam eexpression thatappearsin (21.6),see p.40 of[18].O bserve
thatin oursituation,E and H are diagonal,since we are interested in the devel-
opm ents obtained in Lem m a 21.2. It is naturalto norm alize ~E ij = E ij=
2 and
sim ilarly forH . W e willdenote the diagonalcom ponentsof ~E ij by ~E i. W e want
to haveexpressionsin + ,  and so on,and thereforewecom pute




(N 2   N 3) 


















  (1  2+ )+ (N 2   N 3)(N 2 + N 3   N 1)
~E 2 + ~E 3 =
2
9



















N 1(N 2 + N 3):
O bservethatallothercom ponentsof ~E i and ~H i can becom puted from this,asE ij
and H ij areboth traceless.
Itisconvenientto dene the norm alized K retschm ann scalar





The latterobjectcan be expressed asa polynom ialin the variablesofW ainwright










(~E 2   ~E 3)




~H 1 ~H 2]+
1
27
[4+ (3   2)2]
2:
W e willassociate a  and a R  R
 to a solution to (2.1)-(2.3) in the following
way. Since =4 can be expressed in term s ofthe variables ofW ainwright and
Hsu,it is naturalto dene  by this expression m ultiplied by 4,where  obeys
(21.12).Thereisofcoursean am biguity asto theinitialvalueof,butweareonly
interested in theasym ptotics,and anynon-zerovaluewillyield thesam econclusion.
W e associate R  R
 to a solution sim ilarly.
Lem m a 22.1. The norm alized Kretschm ann scalar (22.3) isnon-zero atthe xed
pointsF; P
+
i (II),atthe non-specialpointson the Kasnercircle,and atthe type I





for allsolutionsto (2.1)-(2.3) which have one such pointasan -lim itpoint.
Proof. The statem entconcerning the norm alized K retschm ann scalarisa com pu-
tation.Equation (22.4)isa consequenceofthiscom putation,thefactthat = ~4
and the factthat ! 1 as !   1 ,cf.(21.12).2
Forsom enon-vacuum Taub type solutionswith 2=3<  < 2,the following lem m a
isneeded.
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Lem m a 22.2. Consider a solution to (2.1)-(2.3) with 









Proof.By Proposition 3.1,thesolution m ustsatisfy   = 0and N 2 = N 3.O bserve
thatbecause of(22.5),we have
 ! 0,since 
 decaysexponentially for 2+ large,
cf. the proofofLem m a 14.1. Consequently,q ! 2. O ne can then prove thatfor
any  > 0,thereisa T such that
exp[(a + )] 
() exp[(a   )](22.6)
exp[(6+ )] N1() exp[(6  )](22.7)
exp[(6+ )] [N1(N 2 + N 3)]() exp[(6  )](22.8)
exp[(  6+ )] 2() exp[(  6  )](22.9)
forall  T,wherea = 3(2  ).However,the constraintcan be written









N 1(N 2 + N 3):
By (22.6)-(22.8),
 willdom inate the righthand side,since it is non-zero. Since
1  + convergesto 2,1+ + willconsequently haveto bepositiveand oftheorder
ofm agnitude 
.In particular,forevery  > 0 thereisa T such that
exp[(a + )] (1+ + )() exp[(a   )](22.10)
O bserve that since a < 4,

2 and (1 + + )
2 both diverge to innity as  !
  1 ,by (22.6),(22.9) and (22.10). O ther expressions ofinterest are N 1
2 and
N 1(N 2+ N 3)
2.Theestim ates(22.6)-(22.9)donotyield anyconclusionsconcerning


















+ 2 + (1+ + ))ds];
which is bounded since allthe term s appearing in the integralare integrable by
(22.6) and (22.10). A sim ilar argum ent yields the sam e conclusion concerning
N 1(N 2 + N 3)
2.
Since the solution isofTaub type,we have ~H 1 = N 1+ and ~H 2 = ~H 3 =   ~H 1=2.












N 1(N 2 + N 3):
ConsequentlytheE eld blowsup and theH eld rem ainsbounded,and thelem m a
follows.2
Finally,weobservethat R  R
 becom esunbounded in the m attercase.
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Rem ark. How to associate R  R
 to a solution of(2.1)-(2.3) is claried in the








= [1+ 3(   1)2]2 =
1
9























and the lem m a follows.2
Lem m a 22.4. Consider a class A developm ent,notoftype IX,with I = (t  ;t+ )
and  > 0. Then the corresponding solution to the equations ofW ainwright and
Hsu hasexistence intervalR,and t! t corresponds to  !  1 .
Proof.Thefunction  hasto convergeto innity ast! t  forthefollowingreason.
Assum eitdoesnot.As ism onotonedecreasing,wecan assum eitto bebounded
on (t  ;0].By theconstraint(21.8),ij and  arethen bounded on (t  ;0],so that
the sam e willbe true ofnij by (21.4)and the factthatt  >   1 . Butthen one
can extend the solution beyond t  ,contradicting the fact that I is the m axim al
existence interval. By (21.7), ! 0 as t! 1 = t+ . Equation (21.10)denes a
dieom orphism ~ :(t  ;t+ )! (  ;+ ),and we geta solution to the equationsof
W ainwrightand Hsu on (  ;+ ). By (21.12),we conclude that the statem ent of
the lem m a holds.2
Lem m a 22.5. Consider a BianchiIX class A developm entwith I = (t  ;t+ )and
1    2. According to Lem m a 21.6,there is a t0 2 I such that > 0 in I  =
(t  ;t0)and  < 0 in I+ = (t0;t+ ).Thesolution to theequationsofW ainwrightand
Hsu corresponding to the intervalI  has existence interval(  1 ;  ),and t! t 
corresponds to  !   1 . Sim ilarly, I+ corresponds to (  1 ;+ ) with t ! t+
corresponding to  !   1 .
Proof. Let us relate the dierenttim e coordinateson I  . According to equation
(21.10), has to satisfy dt=d = 3=. Dene ~(t)=
Rt
t1
(s)=3ds,where t1 2 I  .
Then ~ :I  ! ~(I  )isa dieom orphism and strictly m onotone on I  .Since  is
positivein I  ,~ increaseswith t.
Since iscontinuousbeyond t0,itisclearthat~(t)!   2 R ast! t0.To prove
thatt! t  correspondsto  !   1 ,we m ake the following observation. O ne of
the expressions and d=dtisunbounded on (t  ;t1],since ifboth were bounded
the sam e would be true ofij, and nij by (21.7)and (21.4)respectively. Then
we would be able to extend the solution beyond t  ,contradicting the factthatI
is the m axim alexistence interval(observe that t  >   1 by Lem m a 21.8). If~
were bounded from below on I  ,then  and 
0 would be bounded on ~((t  ;t1])
by Lem m a 3.2,and thus and d=dtwould be bounded on (t  ;t1]. Thust! t 
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correspondsto  !   1 .Sim ilarargum entsyield the sam e conclusion concerning
I+ .2
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